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Abstract

The weaning of cattle is a process which is known to be labour intensive and to have
stressful effects on both cow and calf Common methods used in the weaning process
include the temporary removal of a mother from the calf and manual observation and
intervention. Early and speedy weaning is known to have a number of benefits, including
health benefits for both cow and calf, additional weight gains for the calves as well as
reduced labour and feed requirements. The process known as Two-Stage Weaning is
recognised to be an effective low-stress approach to weaning in which the calf and cow
are allowed to remain together during the weaning process.

This project’s industry partner has developed an innovative device for use as part of the
Two-Stage Weaning process which deters calves from suckling and thus speeds up the
weaning process. Key to the success of this technology is the ability to predict when
suckling is about to commence in order to intervene.

This thesis presents an evaluation of the use of machine learning techniques to detect pre
suckling indicators in calves. Two potential methods have been developed and are
presented, the detection of calf head movement patterns from motion data and the visual
detection of the cow’s udder from image data gathered from a neck mounted camera
placed on the calf The constraints to choose the most suitable machine learning
algorithms for this application are accuracy, low latency and simplicity, which will allow
deployment to an embedded processing unit enabling automatic, real-time detection,
allowing timely intervention to deter suckling.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Project Motivation
The domestication of cattle had been in practice since the late Neolithic age (Balasse and
Tresset, 2002) when cattle began to be used in the barter system (trade). Artificial
weaning of calves is a part of domestication adopted by observing the natural weaning
course. The main reason behind the artificial weaning of calves is the demand for the
human consumption of cow’s milk and meat (beef). Modern animal husbandry uses
various artificial methods and assistive technologies to increase profits within the
industry. For example, a significant amount of research had been carried out in the
development of milking machines which has revolutionised the dairy industry.
To meet the demands of milk and meat (beef) consumption, early weaning strategies are
imposed. Early weaning is known to have a significant negative impact (stress) on both
calf and cow. However, there are some advantages (economically) when early weaning
is imposed such as; maintenance of healthy weight gains for (beef) calves and allowing
cows to regain their health for the next breeding season. Negative impacts can be
mitigated by using a two-stage weaning process and taking proper care in the
administration of vaccinations and immunity booster shots for calves.
The two-stage weaning process (described briefly in chapter 2) helps to mitigate stress in
cow and calf pairs by separating them either by wooden or fence lines or by using nose
flaps in the first stage and separating them completely in stage 2. Using nose flaps is
known to have a good affect on mitigating animal stress. However, to speed up the
weaning process, there should be a system which deters calf from suckling. This projects
industry partner (KL Tech Weaner) has developed a system which deters the calf from
suckling. To make that system viable, there is need to know exactly when the system
should trigger to deter the calf from suckling. A smart calf suckling prediction system is
needed.

The idea is to analyse the motion patterns of the calf pre-suckling and predict the suckling
action which will trigger the system. However, classifying the patterns based on hard
coded classifiers will fail. Here a system is proposed which naturally senses the calfs
pre-suckling patterns and can predict suckling based on the patterns. The motivation for
this project had its inception

by exploring such intelligent systems which predict

naturally. Make use of machine learning is one such intelligent technique. . .
In recent years, machine learning had shown outstanding results in applications which
were thought to be difficult for machines. The research community related to machine
learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been growing rapidly. Today, almost every
field is incorporating machine learning and reaping benefits out of it.

Figure 1. 1: Today’s Machine Learning/AI technology landscape
(Callaghan Innovation, 2017)

It is believed that machine learning is a possible solution for this research project’s
problem. Machine learning is proved to be adaptable or re-trainable based on the changes
and experiences, eliminating the need for designing hand-coded classifiers. It is hoped
that the trained machine learning model will generalise the problem and predicts calf
suckling. This project explores and evaluates various machine learning techniques which
have the ability to solve the problem at hand.

1.2 Aims and Objectives
The primary aim of this research project is to investigate, evaluate and select appropriate
machine learning model which detects the pre-suckling pattern and predicts the suckling
action in pre-weaned calves. The model selection should be easily deployable in an
embedded device and perform real-time processing of sensed signals.
The scope of this research project is limited to sensing the calf's behaviour and to predict
whether the calf will suckle or not. The main objective here is to make use of machine
learning models to predict the suckling action. If the project outcome is positive, then it
will help in deterring the calves from suckling using a proprietary technology made by
this project’s technology partner.

.3 Thesis Layout
This thesis has been structured to understand the whole idea of the research project.
Chapter 2 describes Calf Weaning, detailing the process of natural weaning, artificial
weaning procedures, the stress involved while weaning, steps to mitigate stress, exploring
new ways to prevent suckling and how the suckling is detected.
Chapter 3 introduces machine learning, including the general workflow (data acquisition,
data pre-processing, training and evaluation), types of learning (supervised, semisupervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning), hyperplanes, classifiers, classical
machine learning algorithms (KNN, SVM) and related work.

Chapter 4 presents an in-depth understanding of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) by
explaining the physiology of biological neurons. It explains the history of artificial neural
networks and the development of an artificial neuron. In addition, it also explains weights
initialisation, bias, summation, activation functions, the architecture of ANNs
(feedforward, feedback, recursive networks), training an artificial neural network, error
back propagation, types of loss functions, regularisers, optimisers (stochastic gradient
descent (SGD), momentum, Newton's method, Quasi-Newton’s method, AdaGrad,
RMSProp, Adam).
Chapter 5 introduces deep neural networks and describes Recurrent and Convolutional
neural networks which are used for motion and object detection. It explains the
functioning of deep recurrent neural networks (RNNs), long short-term memory (LSTM)
cells, deep residual bi-directional RNNs and deep convolutional neural network (CNNs).
Finally, it compares various machine learning frameworks.
Chapter 6 describes the work undertaken in the area of motion detection with machine
learning. The methodology, data acquisition from the accelerometer, pre-processing of
the sensor data, experiments with conventional machine learning algorithms are
described. This is followed the implementation of shallow neural networks, deep
recurrent neural networks with long short-term memory (LSTM) cells, deep residual bi
directional RNNs with accelerometer data and results in the discussion.
Chapter 7 describes the investigation of udder detection by machine vision perception by
using deep convolutional neural networks. The methodology, image data acquisition, pre
processing, labelling of the images and Single shot multi-box Detector (SSD) MobileNet architecture are described. The implementation of SSD-MobileNet and the
results are discussed at the end.
Chapter 8 summarises the research undertaken in this thesis with a discussion, research
contributions and recommendations for further research.

Chapter 2
Calf Weaning
2.1 Introduction
Weaning of calves (dairy cattle & beef cattle) in this study is referred as a termination or
cessation of the suckling of milk (Martin, 1985).
Naturally, calf weaning is initiated by the ‘dam’ (Dairy Cow - mother of a calf) by
discouraging the calves from suckling after certain age by moving away or kicking the
calves while calves attempt to suckle. This procedure continues until the calf loses interest
in suckling and gradually gets weaned over time (Lee, 1996). By that time young weaned
calves have adequate nutrition and stress-free independence from their dams. However,
due to various aspects like different breeds, the gender of calves, dam’s body condition,
excessive calf s dependence on milk etc., the exact period from initiation to completion
of natural weaning of calves is difficult to conclude (Reinhardt and Reinhardt, 1981).
Humans observed this natural weaning process overtime, intervened in the natural
weaning course to have the milk available for human consumption and tried to artificially
wean the calves by forcible physical separation of calves and their dams. This artificial
weaning practice dates back to the late Neolithic age (10,200 BC - 2000 BC) and it is
evident by the levels of nitrogen isotope present in the teeth of the cattle found in
archaeological excavations (Balasse and Tresset, 2002).

2.2 Natural Weaning
The Natural transition from a young dependent calf to an independent weaned calf can be
understood by observing the dam and calf pair interaction. However, accurate manual
observation until completion of the weaning process is painstaking. As studies have
suggested that natural weaning occurs gradually (Lee, 1996), it is assumed that natural
weaning depends on the dam’s milk yield. Milk yield (lactation period) in dam reaches a

peak generally 45 to 65 days after calving (Whittier, 1995) and starts to decline after a
certain period. However, this cannot be taken into consideration as an ideal progression
for weaning as it depends on the feed intake of the dam and its body condition. Properly
fed (with nutritious feed) dams have good milk yield and wean their calves later than
poorly fed dams.
Another study suggests that under normal conditions, the weaning process is initiated by
the dam by denying the allocation of milk resources to their young after a certain age of
the offspring (Trivers, 1974). Reinhardt and Reinhardt (1981) observed that the
termination of suckling (in Bos Indicus) occurs at 7 to 14 months of age. The study also
describes that female calves took less time to wean than male calves. Due to the abovementioned cases, it is quite difficult to mark or conclude the exact period of a natural
weaning course. From above, it can be assumed that in natural weaning both dam and
offspring will be comfortable without any unfavourable stress under normal conditions.

2.3 Artificial Weaning
Artificial weaning involves human intervention in the natural weaning process by forcible
physical separation of dam and offspring. This was primarily undertaken to make the milk
resource available for human consumption. Later, livestock production and dairy farms
became prominent and gave rise to calf rearing for beef and milk production respectively.
Traditional weaning of calves is done at 7 months of age (Whittier, 1995). To maximize
profits, abrupt or early weaning techniques are imposed on dam and offspring pairs.
Early or abrupt weaning is also controlled by the demand for meat and milk consumption
(Myers, Faulkner, Ireland and Parrett, 1999) (Beal, Notter and Akers, 1990). Modern
livestock production uses a wide range of procedures or techniques in separation and
grouping with mixed herds or other animals in the same paddocks. Healthy weight gain
of a calf is one of the important aspects in calf rearing. So, to cope with the demand,
maximize profit and maintain early weight gain in calves, weaning techniques are
imposed which include weaning at 6 months by supplementing the calf diet with artificial
nutrition feeds like milk replacers, injecting vaccines to cope with diseases, injecting
immunity boosters, etc. Weaning too early has a negative impact on calf health.

Apart from the calf rearing perspective, early weaning can be imposed to make the dam
regain it body condition for the next breeding season (Fields and Sand, 1994). In some
cases, early weaning of calves depends on dam’s body condition, if the body condition is
low, then it is better to wean its offspring early (Whittier, 1995). So, maintaining the
dam’s body condition is also an important factor which indirectly depends on the cost of
feed supplements.

2.4 Stress involved in weaning
Weaning stress in the calf is common in both natural and artificial weaning. However,
there is a striking difference between the amount of stress undergone by dam and
offspring pairs in natural weaning versus artificial weaning. As described earlier in
section 2.2, the natural weaning process is slow' and gradual until the calf receives
adequate nutrition, disease resistance ability from its dam’s milk and weaned (Johnsen et
al., 2015). Even though this process is slow and gradual, calves still feel stress when the
dam starts denying access to milk or nursing by kicking or moving away from the calves
when they try to suckle after a certain period. The symptoms of distress shown in natural
weaning are not very aggressive (Edwards and Broom, 1982). In natural weaning, calves
are nursed well by their dams and acquire sufficient nutrition gradually and thus it is
reasonable to assume the stress involved is less.
In contrast, artificial weaning as described in section 2.3 can be abrupt or early depending
on various factors like economic interests, health conditions of dams, demand and supply
etc. Early weaning of calves could be from 5 to 6 months of age. The symptoms of stress
exhibited by the calves are quite pronounced, like increased vocalising, walking more or
moving more frequently, decrease in feed intake and aggressive behaviour when mixed
with other animals in the same paddock (Veissier and Le Neindre, 1989). Apart from
behavioural stress, early weaning techniques like calf transportation to remote places
removed from their dams also induces psychological stress (Grandin, 1997). To maintain
the weight gains in beef calves, modern livestock management uses high nutrition
concentrated feed supplements. To prevent disease spread, calves are treated with a range
of vaccines to prevent the most common respiratory disease and viral diarrhoea in calves
(Wenzel, n.d.). Injecting vaccines to young calves can be risky as they must co-operate

with the natural immune system. To improve this, calves are pre-conditioned to withstand
vaccines. After vaccination, calves are given ‘immunity boosters’ for further immunity.
These techniques will compound the stress on the calves. If the stress management is
imbalanced then it will affect the overall healthy growth of the calves (Price et al., 2003).
Apart from stress imposed on calves during weaning, dams also experience stress
especially in artificial weaning when they are separated very early from their young
calves. The symptoms involve vocalising, decreased feed intake and a chance of udder
engorgement due to peak lactation if not milked (Bach, De-Prado and Aris, 2015).

2.5 Stress Mitigation
As discussed in section 2.4, if the comparison is made between the amount of stress
involved in natural and artificial weaning, it is very clear that stress on dams and offspring
is high when calves are weaned artificially. So, why is this case? Clear differences are
observed if the comparison is made among natural and artificial weaning. In natural
weaning, as discussed in section 2.2, dams and offspring spend some time (maternal
investment) together interacting and nursing. Whereas in artificial weaning as discussed
in section 2.3, dam and offspring pairs are separated abruptly and moved to a remote
location. Inference can be drawn to support the answer to the basic question raised, is that
sufficient maternal investment is necessary.
Studies have been conducted to check whether the inference drawn above is legitimate.
The basic comparison study of weaning techniques has been conducted (Haigh, Stookey,
Bowman and Waltz, 1997). The negative effect on the growth of beef calves due to
separation has been studied (Price et al., 2003). These two studies suggest that instead of
separating completely to a remote location, weaning stress is reduced when separated by
fence lines or wooden paddocks but allowing them to reunite, interact on a limited basis.
A very comprehensive study carried out by Derek B. Haley, University of Saskatchewan
(2006) on weaning, “The behavioural responses of cattle {Bos Taurus) to artificial
weaning in two stages” (Haley, Haley and All, 2006). The author compares normal fence
line weaning and two-stage weaning where, in stage 1 the calves are prevented from
nursing either by fence lines or using nose flaps attached to nasal septum of calves as

shown in figure 2.1 and separating them later in stage 2. The results summarised by the
author suggest, two-stage weaning is overall better than normal fence line weaning. The
author also compares the behavioural responses in stage 1 when nursing is prevented with
a fence line and nursing prevented with nose flaps. The author concludes that the calves
which are prevented from nursing with nose flaps show less behavioural stress than calves
prevent from nursing with a fence line. It is reasonable to assume that calves with nose
flaps attached to the nasal septum are only prevented from suckling of milk but not from
dam-offspring bonding. Whereas in fence line separation, the interaction is better when
compared to calves prevented from nursing.

Figure 2. 1: Calfs nasal septum fitted with an anti-suckling device (nose flap)
(Source: blips: fairhopefarm.wordprcss.com 20!3 01 17 aiiietM ean )

As well as separation feed supplements, vaccinations and immunity boosters also play an
important role in stress management. If proper care is taken in providing good quality
forage, pre-conditioning the calves before administering vaccines and immunity boosters.

stress in calves can be mitigated to some extent. Therefore, stress mitigation in artificial
weaning is achieved with a combination of techniques and there is a lot of scope in
exploring new ways.

2.6 Exploring new ways to prevent nursing
As discussed in section 2.5, in a study conducted by Derek B. Haley, University of
Saskatchewan (2006) (Haley, Haley and All, 2006), a good comparison was made by the
author with traditional fence line weaning and two-stage weaning with fence line
(experiment 1) and with anti-suckling device (experiment 2) to prevent nursing (stage 1)
and later separating dam and offspring pair (stage 2). The author observed that the
behavioural distress is less when prevented nursing is implemented with the anti-suckling
device (nose flaps) rather than with the fence line to prevent suckling of milk. However,
even using nose flaps, the results show that distress calls were not stopped entirely but
reduced to a great degree which is similar to the distress calls (vocalisations) that are
heard soon after calving. The author says the vocalisation is unique after preventing
nursing with nose Haps providing a scope for determining the vocal behaviour, which
could be a possible indicator to study the emotional health and welfare of the calf During
observations, the author found that for some of the calf’s nose flaps were lost while they
tried to graze. The study also mentioned that the calves with nose flaps were easily
deterred from eating hay from round-bale hay feeders in a group because of overcrowding
as their nasal septum gets irritated when bumped on the nose. This gives us scope to
explore a better technique to prevent calves from suckling while implementing two-stage
weaning. The author suggests that to adopt two-stage weaning with nose flaps, a good
handling facility is needed. Two-stage weaning with a fence line does not require a
handling facility. It summarises the results and concludes that the observations and results
were based on the general activities of the calf It is suggested that observing close
interactions of dam and offspring could give a better insight into differences in terms of
‘response to separation’.
Taking the above into account, one possible alternative is by observing the suckling action
as it is the major interaction between cow and calf. Once the pre-suckling pattern is
detected, the suckling event can be predicted. With this prediction, the calf can be deterred
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from suckling by manual intervention or calf friendly micro pneumatic actuators (outside
the scope of this study). This method could eliminate the need for nose flaps, thus
improving the weaning process in terms of reduced stress as the calves are not deterred
from eating and irritation is not caused to the calf s nose (when spiked nose flaps are
used).

2.7 Observing and predicting Suckling Action
Observing general activities or behavioural traits in calves to record their response to
weaning techniques is good but observing the interactions between dam and offspring is
even better. One such important bonding interaction between cow and calf is the calf
suckling milk from its dam. Predicting a suckling event is a labour-intensive task and it
is very difficult to simultaneously record accurately in large herds. Observing and
recording this event gives us a better insight into the performance of weaning techniques
and other benefits as follows.

2.7.1 Benefits of observing suckling event
•

It gives a better insight into the behaviour of the calf in terms of their response to
weaning techniques

•

Can get better information on the rate at which the calf tries to suckle the milk and
the duration of suckling

•

Once the suckling event is detected, there is the possibility to integrate calf
friendly micro pneumatic actuators to deter the calf from suckling the milk
(outside the scope of this study).
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2.7.2 Benefits of predicting suckling event
•

Labour for deterring calves from suckling can be reduced by using suckling
deterring devices.

•

The use of nose flaps can be prevented, which helps calves to intake more feed
without hurting or irritating their sensitive nasal septum.

•

Fence-line or paddocks can be avoided to separate calves and cows during the
weaning process

•

Asa result, better bonding with their dams.

2.8 How suckling action is sensed?
Suckling action can be sensed in two ways either by classifying the motion patterns of
the calf s head and neck or by detecting the cow’s udder when a calf is in close proximity
to the cow.

2.8.1 By classifying motion patterns
If closely observed, the interactions between cow and calf pairs have got some peculiar
patterns depending on the interaction. The head and neck movements are unique to calves
when attempting to suckle the milk from their dam. The pattern before suckling is a
unique pattern because a calf s head is lowered to reach an udder for suckling. This pre
suckling pattern is detected to predict the suckling event. Studies have been carried out
and validated to record the behaviours of cows using accelerometers and other types of
motion sensors (Muller and Schrader, 2003) (Bishop-Hurley et al., 2014) (Kuankid,
Rattanawong and Aurasopon, 2014). These studies are limited to only the cow’s
behaviour and do not monitor the calf s behaviour.
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Figure 2. 2: Three Axes accelerometer mounted to calfs neck embedded in a collar
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Figure 2. 3: Acceleration with respect to X, Y, Z versus time
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To record and analyse this unique pattern (initiation, suckling, stopping) it is feasible to
use a low powered 3-axis accelerometer and gyroscope on the calf s neck as shown in
figure 2.2. The accelerometer gives us the acceleration with respect to X, Y and Z axis in
a 3D space as shown in figure 2.3. Pitch, Roll and Yaw information from the gyroscope
can also be obtained. Combining these two inputs gives us an insight into the movement
patterns when the calf tries to suckle. This method of potentially detecting and predicting
suckling action will be discussed in chapter 6.

2.8.2 By classifying a scene (Cow Udder Detection)
Another way to predict the suckling action is by observing the proximity of a calf to cow’s
udder. This can be done by mounting a cheap low powered pinhole camera (CMOS
sensor) on the calfs neck embedded in a collar. The cow’s udder can be detected when
the calf comes close enough to a cow’s udder. This can be achieved by designing an image
classifier to detect a cow’s udder. Once a cow’s udder is detected, the suckling event can
be predicted depending on whether the calf moves towards it in an attempt to suckle. The
whole setup of the camera and development of a vision classifier system to identify the
cow’s udder will be discussed in chapter 7.

2.9 Summary
In this chapter, methods for cattle weaning have been discussed along with the bonding
of cows and calves. In addition, the stressful impact on cows and calves during weaning
is understood. The comparison has been made on animal stress with respect to natural
versus artificial weaning by going through different studies related to weaning stress and
weaning techniques. Learnt how stress can be mitigated in artificial weaning by taking
behavioural responses in natural weaning as a reference. Finally, it is learnt that the twostage weaning is better in terms of reduced stress by observing general behavioural
responses (like the number of times calves are vocalising, standing, resting or aggressive)
when separated rather than traditional weaning.
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There are certain advantages from the proposed methods to predict the suckling event in
two-stage weaning. The prediction helps to trigger a micro-pneumatic actuator which
deters the calf from suckling of milk (when the calf is in near proximity to the udder).
This prevents the use of fence line weaning methods and the use of nose flaps. This helps
create a better bonding between the cow and the calf. Calf s nose does not get bumped
and irritate their sensitive nasal septum with the nose flaps. Also, preventing the nose
flaps could avoid deterring the calf from eating hay from the round-bale feeder. The
prediction process will also give the opportunity to monitor and understand the behaviour
of the calves.
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Chapter 3
Machine Learning
3.1 Introduction
Arthur L. Samuel coined the term ‘Machine Learning’ in 1959 when studying the learning
abilities of a machine with the game of checkers. According to Samuel ‘'Machine
learning gives the ability to computers to do a specific task without being explicitly
programmed” (Samuel, 1959).
Most of the problems in the universal fields of mathematics and science are solved by
observing the patterns of any phenomena, object or event. In the case of a phenomena or
event, the observation period varies from a few Picoseconds to Millenniums. In case of
objects, the observation varies from a simple line in a Euclidean space to complex
geometries in three or more dimensions. Pattern classification dates to early mankind in
classifying basic objects and prey for hunting. With the invention of logic-based machines
(computers), the level and speed of computing had exceeded human capabilities very
drastically. Advancements in sensor technology has made possible the collection of huge
amounts of reliable data which solved pattern recognition problems at an unprecedented
scale. Biometric scanning like fingerprint, iris, and retina is done very fast and accurate
(Jain and Kumar, 2012). Later, this has been evolved to observe subatomic particles to
galactic events, DNA structure to the evolution of species. Almost every basic problem
can be solved by observing and classifying the patterns.
Special branches of mathematics like statistics, probability and decision theories have
evolved. Various mathematical models were developed by observing the patterns to solve
specific problems. These models are extensively applied in astronomy, engineering,
medicine, computer science, finance and economics etc. Likewise, many models have
proliferated to cater the problems in other fields as well. Industrialization has given rise
to automation by rule-based fuzzy-logic systems. Games development has been taken to
next level from rule-based to experience based (Raybourn, 2007).
Humans strive to develop effective problem-solving techniques. The developments in the
integration of sensors data with rule-based fuzzy logic computation have given rise to
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‘Machine Learning’. Later, these developments paved the way towards Artificial
Intelligence (Minsky, 1961).

3.2 Workflow of a Machine Learning model development
Most supervised and semi-supervised models are developed with a similar workflow in
most cases. The common workflow has been adapted from Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (KDD) and Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM),
which are two of the standard processes in Data Mining (Azevedo and Santos, 2008). By
incorporating the standard procedures from KDD and CRISP-DM, the machine learning
work flow is generalised into the following steps:
1. Data Acquisition
2. Data Pre-Processing
3. Training
4. Evaluation

3.2.1 Data Acquisition
Data acquisition is the fundamental step in supervised or semi-supervised machine
learning from which a machine ‘learns’ from the examples provided. The data collection
should include a wide range of examples or data points within the scope of the problem
(fair distribution). The data should not be biased to any entity or class and should follow
ethical standards (Witten, Frank, Hall and Pal, 2017). The data is collected and the
subsequent dataset created is depending on the nature and scope of the problem. The data
can be collected from sensors, from a database repository and experimental results. The
performance of the final machine learning model will depend greatly on the data
acquisition step and the quality of the dataset created. This dataset is usually further split
into two sets namely; training set and the test sets. The machine learns by examples from
the training set and its performance is tested with the test set.
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3.2.2 Data Pre-Processing
Data pre-processing is necessary to organise and format the data within a dataset to train
the model well and systematically. For this, the model is provided with quality training
data, pre-processing methods such as noise removal, outlier removal, normalization,
transformation, feature extraction, redundant data removal and selection are applied (S.
B. Kotsiantis, D. Kanellopoulos, 2007). Care must be taken to ensure that the application
of these pre-processing methods does compromise the feature content or integrity of the
dataset. As the manner of pre-processing applied to the data plays a major role in the
performance of the model care must be taken and this step involves a great amount of
time and effort.

3.2.3 Training
Training is the process by which the machine learns the features by examples. In multi
layer networks, the machine learns the features by updating network connection strengths
which in turn depends on updating the respective weights (Artificial Neural Networks are
explained briefly in chapter 4). Generally, most of the model’s output functions are
designed to measure the loss or accuracy of the model. In the case of loss, there are a wide
range of loss functions to be used to measure the error of the system, such as Mean Square
Error (MSE), maximum error etc. The correct loss function must be chosen the meet the
requirements of the algorithm and the nature of data. During training, this error is reduced
by learning the features accurately.
To start the training process some initial training parameters are approximated to meet
the desired target. These parameters are called ‘Hyperparameters’ and are used to control
the learning process. A predefined model with hyperparameters is designed for the
training phase. The choice of hyperparameters depends on the nature of data, model and
training algonithm used. Depending on the stnuctune & algonithm choice, feedback and
optimisation are selected, especially in the case of multilayer neural networks with error
bad propagation. These hyperparameters play a major role and tuned until the desired
learning criterion are met.
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3.2.4 Fivaluation
The evaluation of the trained model is done by testing against the test set (unseen data).
This testing is done by comparing the output of the model with the actual value (co
relation). The same loss or error function which is used for training is used for evaluation.
Some badly trained models perform well on the training set and perform badly on the test
set. This condition is referred as ‘overfitting’. This is caused by model’s poor
generalisation during training. Care is taken to avoid this condition during training by
providing wide range of examples around the problem of interest, by choosing simpler
over complex models, choosing stopping criterion, cross-validating etc. The evaluation
will give the insight into the overall quality of the model in terms of accuracy or loss.
Choosing the evaluation metric is important to guide the training process in the right
direction. In this study accuracy, total loss and mean average precision have been used as
an evaluation metrics for different experiments.

3.3 Types of Learning
The most important capability for a machine learning model to possess is the ability to
learn and decide. But, the fundamental question ‘Can computers learn?’ demands the
follow-up question ‘how to train computers?’
There are four main learning strategies in machine learning where the performance of the
trained machines can be quantified and qualified. They are as follows:
1. Supervisediearning
2. Unsupervised learning
3. Semi-Supervised learning
4. Reinforcement learning

3.3.1: Supervised Learning
As the name conveys, this learning strategy is associated with some sort of supervision.
Here the supervisor or trainer provides the model with a training dataset, containing input
data or with the respective labels as goal outputs. The machine learns the features from
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the training data and associated labels and creates a function map ‘G’ to map certain
inputs to correct outputs. To evaluate the performance of ‘G’ the test data is provided.
The final performance of the trained model will depend on the quality of training dataset.
Training data can be considered good if the care is taken to include a wide range of data
points depending on the scope of the problem and removal of outliers (if they occurred
erroneously or with any sort of noise). This careful selection and refinement of data to
train the model is known as data pre-processing. The feedback from the single training
cycle is calculated to minimize the errors. This error minimization can take different
forms depending on the nature of the problem by optimizing the parameters.
Some notable algorithms are; k-nearest neighbours (KNNs), support vector machines
(SVMs), decision trees and artificial neural networks. The applications of supervised
learning are many as it can be compared to training a child with examples. Some of the
applications where supervised learning is widely adapted include speech recognition,
optical characters recognition, object detection, bioinformatics, chemometrics etc.
(Maraschin et al., 2012).

3.3.2 IJnsLipervised Learning

In unsupervised learning, data is provided without any labels (goal outputs) associated.
The machine must learn the features or recognize the patterns without any prior functional
map as in supervised learning. This learning style is considered challenging in machine
learning. This can be compared to the human brain’s perception of unknown data (Hinton
and Sejnowski, 1999). The human brain handles perception from the sensory organs and
the approach it uses to recognize patterns of unknown data is to group similar data, also
known as clustering.
The algorithms which use unsupervised learning techniques include; clustering, density
estimation, principal component analysis (PCA) and expectation maximization (EM).
Some of the applications of unsupervised learning techniques include reverse engineering
and anomaly detection (Eskin et al., 2002).
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3.3.3 Semi-Supervised Learning
Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) was developed to solve problems which fall between
Supervised and Lfnsupervised learning styles. The training data in semi-supervised
learning is divided into two parts. One part has data with associated labels, the other part
has data without any labels. Semi-supervised learning styles can be used to predict the
targets with initial data as a constraint. This concept of predicting with constraints as
initial data or inference from initial data is also called transduction. Transductive
inference as a concept was introduced by Vapnik and

Chervonenkis (Vapnik and

Chervonenkis, 1974) and was improved by Gammerman, Vovk (Gammerman, Vovk and
Vapnik, 1998). The quantity of training data required in semi-supervised learning is
assumed to be high to generate a model with good prediction accuracy because the
unlabeled portion of the data contains less information than labelled data, thus lowering
the overall quality of the data.
fransductive support vector machines (TSVM) is one of the more notable machine
learning algorithms which uses semi-supervised learning techniques. Some of the
applications of semi-supervised learning include applications where the labelled data
within the training data set is limited, such as protein sequencing or genome sequencing,
text classification, speech recognition and web pages classification (Weston et al., 2004)
(Zhou, Scholkopf and Llofmann, 2005).

3.3.4 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning differs from the above three learning styles (supervised,
unsupervised and semi-supervised) which follow a statistical approach. Reinforcement
learning follows a ‘behaviourist psychology’ approach. As defined by Richard S. Sutton
and Andrew G. Barto ‘'Reinforcement learning is learning what to do—how to map
situations to actions—so as to maximize numerical reward signal” (Sutton and Barto,
1998). In other words, reinforcement learning concentrates on the final target by
interacting with the environment or situation. The individual actions or decisions in
reinforcement learning do not necessarily affect the final decision to reach the target. The
learning agent in reinforcement learning follows ‘Markov’s Property’ which has the
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environment’s current state signal. Depending on the current state, the learning agent will
try to achieve the next state by sensing the environment.
Reinforcement Learning is similar to dynamic programming where the controller
interacts with the environment (Busoniu, Babuska, De Schutter and Ernst, 2010).
Reinforcement learning can be combined with supervised learning for better individual
decisions. The applications include games development, control systems design, robotics,
multi-agent systems (Littman, 1994) (Erev and Roth, 1998). Reinforcement learning
algorithms are based on value iteration, policy iteration and policy search. Some of the
more interesting applications make use of these algorithms for cross-entropy
optimization, cross-entropy with radial basis functions (RBFs), pole balancing to bicycle
balancing and ''structured treatment interruptions for HIV infection control” (Busoniu et
ai., 2010).

3.4 Hyperplanes and Classifiers
One of the more important tasks in machine learning is ‘Decision Making’. In machine
learning, the two most common statistical problems are related to regression and
classification. Regression draws on the relationship between dependent and independent
variables and is mostly used in data analysis. Regression analysis is mostly used for
forecasting or prediction. On the other hand, classification attempts to categorize the
features of the unknown data point(s) with respect to features (patterns) of the input vector
space. In this study, the classification problem is the primary focus.
To make a classification decision, there must be distinguishing features which are
separable in the subspace of input space (ambient space). In geometrical terminology, the
line which divides the ambient space into subspaces is called a ‘Hyperplane’.
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Figure 3. 1: Binary Linear Classifier
In figure: 3.1, X and Y (horizontal and vertical respectively) axes represent features of
the input space (ambient space). The hyperplane ‘Z’ (solid slant line) separates the
ambient space into two subspaces. This demonstrates the data points (triangles and
circles) of the ambient space can be linearly separated without any ambiguity. When an
unknown point ‘?’ is introduced it will be categorized as a triangle (if it falls to the left of
‘Z’) or circle (if it falls to the right of‘Z’) depending on its features as shown in figure
3.2

Figure 3. 2: Binary Linear Classifier classifying unknown data point
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The dimensions of the hyperplane depend on the dimensions of the input or ambient
space. For instance, if the ambient space has ‘D' dimensions then the hyperplane will be
of‘D-T dimensions. In the figures 3.1 and 3.2, the ambient space is of 2 dimensions thus,
the hyperplane in this example is of 1 dimension and divides the ambient space into two
subspaces.
However, all the problems are not linearly separable. The data points of the input space
vary depending on the nature of the problem. If the data points in the input space are not
linearly separable then the linear classifier will fail to categorize, making the accuracy of
the model fall drastically. This situation demands the use of non-linear classifiers. The
decision boundary in the case of non-linear classification is complex compared to linear
classification. In figure 3.3, a non-linear classifier tries to categorize the classes perfectly
but makes the model excessively complex. The major disadvantage of these complex
models is the inability to obtain good ‘generalization’.

Figure 3. 3: Binary Non-Linear Classifier
Complex models also possess the problem of‘overfitting’. ‘Overfitting’ is the situation
where when very complex models achieve successful classification on the training dataset
but does not classify accurately for unseen data (Duda, Hart and Stork, 2001).
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Figure 3. 4; Binary Non-Linear Classifier misclassifying an unknown data point
As shown in figure 3.4, the unknown data point ‘?’ (Which actually belong to the circle
class) has been misclassified into the category of triangles instead of circles. This is due
to ‘overfitting'. A classifier is a said to be better if it is simple rather than complex. The
simpler model provides better ‘generalization’ than the complex model. Figures 3.3 and
3.4 show a complex model which has failed to correctly classify all data, but similarly, a
simple linear classification will also fail to correctly classify all data. Therefore, a trade
off between simplicity and accuracy is required. To solve the problem of quantifying this
trade-off and to choose an optimal classifier, Bayesian decision theory (Duda, Hart and
Stork, 2001) is used. Bayesian decision theory follows a statistical approach to formalize
assumptions if the nature of the problem is based on probabilistic terms.

3.5 Classical machine learning algorithms
In this section, pattern recognition procedures with classical machine learning algorithms
are discussed. There are various algorithms available but, in this study, less complex nonparametric (KNN) and linear discriminant functions (SVM) are considered as a classical
approach. The algorithms presented in this section are called as classical algorithms
because they are long established and widely used in pattern recognition and data mining.
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3.5.1 K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN)
One of the problems in pattern recognition and data mining is matching unknown data
points to the best possible fit without any ambiguity when there is a large number of data
points with multiple classes (Darrell, Indyk and Shakhnarovich, 2006). One way to solve
this problem is by using the K-Nearest Neighbours algorithm (KNN). KNN is a nonparametric technique (Duda, Hart and Stork, 2001) used for both regression and
classification tasks. KNN follows an instance-based learning approach where an
unknown data point is matched with two similar data points from the training set (Larose,
2005).
The KNN algorithm is based on the ‘Euclidean Distance’ metric for the classification task
where it compares the distance between the unknown data point and its nearest
neighbours. The algorithm counts the nearest points (k) with respect to an unknown point.
This is called ‘voting’.
0 = VS=i(Pi - ‘llV

(Ecf.3.1)

Where D = distance between unknown point ‘p’and it’s nearest neighbour ‘q’
n = number of dimensions
Consider two classes (triangles and circles) as illustrated in figure 3.5. To classify an
unknown point to check if it belongs to either the triangle or circle class, KNN algorithm
is used. If the ‘A’ value is set to 1, then the measure of the distance between the unknown
point ‘?’ and one of its nearest neighbours is considered. If there is no ambiguity as shown
figure 3.5, then the unknown point will be voted to the circle class.
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Figure 3. 5: Classifying the unknown point with KNN
If the unknown point has two neighbours of equal distance and if /:=!, then there will be
ambiguity in the result. This scenario can be viewed in figure 3.6 where the distance
between the unknown point to the closest triangle and circle is equal (note: figure not
drawn to scale).

Figure 3. 6: Classifying the unknown point with KNN: k = \ ambiguous situation
To avoid ambiguity, the k value is set to 2 in this case and the unknown point relates the
distance from two of its nearest neighbours as shown in figure 3.7. Even in this case, the
ambiguous situation can arise.
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Figure 3. 7: Classifying the unknown point with KNN: k = 2 ambiguous situation
In this case, if k = 3, then the weighting to the circle class increases and the unknown
point is classified as a circle because it is closer to more than 1 circle neighbour as shown
in figure 3.8.

Figure 3. 8: classifying the unknown point with KNN: A = 3
As per the cases came across, it is clear that the k value plays an important role in the
classification with KNN. The choice of k is critical to avoiding a tie situation. It is also
important when the number of data points is in thousands or more because computing the
distances to measure the closest distances will lead to excessive computation cost. KNN
performance will be improved if the combination functions are used instead using simple
unweighted voting (Larose, 2005). The results are much improved if linear discriminant
functions like Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are used. However, KNN is a simpler
algorithm for a classification task to start with.
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3.5.2 Support Vector Machines (SVM)
The Support Vector Machines (SVM) hypothesis was initially developed by Vapnik and
Chervonenkis in the 1960s. Their work was appreciated theoretically but went unnoticed
because of the strong belief that machine learning and especially SVM is irrelevant to
practical applications. Later in the 1990s, SVM gained popularity when the model
reached almost human standards in recognizing handwritten digits (Wang, 2010). SVMs
are used for both regression analysis and classification tasks. This section will focus on
the classification task with SVM. Initial development of the SVM algorithm was confined
to simple binary classification (positive and negative classes) in two dimensions. Later
algorithms were improved to classify multiple classes in multiple dimensions. SVMs are
used for both linear and non-linear classification tasks.
As discussed in section 3.4, for a simple linear classification (linearly separable) task, the
algorithm should have the ability to separate two classes with a decision boundary or a
hyperplane. Let us consider an example with two classes (features) as shown below.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. 9: Possible separating hyperplanes
The two classes can be separated linearly as shown in the above figure. To consider the
best separating hyperplane then figure 3.9 (b) would be a better choice as the decision
boundary has a large margin of error. The SVM algorithm works in much the same way
by selecting the best separating hyperplane. This selection is based on the distance
between ‘support vectors’ and the hyperplane. This distance is called the ‘Margin’.
Consider the following figure.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. 10: Possible SVMs with different marginal widths
In the figure 3.10 (b), the margin or width from the hyperplane (solid line) to the closest
data points is at its greatest. The dashed lines away from the hyperplane are called margins
and are obtained by optimal SVM solution. The points touching the margins are called
support vectors (non-zero). To maximize the margin between hyperplane and the support
vectors, optimization is required. Optimization in SVM is constrained by the closest
points to the hyperplane, which should be outside the margin, and .is solved using
Lagrangian multipliers. A detailed derivation is here (Ng, 2000).
If the training data has outliers which create a polynomial complexity then, the hyperplane
gets hugely transformed in-order to separate the classes as shown in figure 3.11. One
possible solution for this situation is introduced by Cortes and Vapnik by disregarding
outliers and considering the majority and thus penalizing the accuracy in the form of an
objective function (Scholkopf and Smola, 2002).

Figure 3.11: Possible separating hyperplanes without and with outlier
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This objective function can be adjusted to have a trade-off between accuracy and
complexity. This is called the ‘C’ parameter. A lower ‘C’ value creates a ‘soft margins
hyperplane’ by prioritizing simplicity and allowing to make a few misclassifications
(C.~Cortes and V.~Vapnik, 1995). Higher ‘C’ values prohibit any misclassifications on
the training set data but increase the complexity by neglecting the soft margin or making
the margin too tight which will lead to poor performance on the validation set (overfitting)
as shown in figures 3.12 (a) and (b) respectively.

(a)

Figure 3. 12: (a) Low ‘C’ parameter with soft margin,
(b) High ‘C’ parameter with no soft margin

SVMs can be extended to handle high dimensions with multiple class comparison as
shown in figure 3.13. They can also handle non-linear classifications by using ‘kernel
tricks’ or similarity functions. The notable kernel functions are (Buitinck et al., 2013);
1. Linear
2. Polynomial
3. Radial Basis Functions (RBF)
4. Sigmoid
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3-Class classification using Support Vector Machine with custom kernel

Figure 3. 13: Multiclass classification on Iris data set (Setosa, Versicolor and
Virginica)
(Source: http

scikil-lciirn.oni slcihlc auto examples svin plot it is.htnil' splix-alr-aulo-exomple.'i-SMnplol-iris-in)

For non-linear classifications with SVM, the RBF kernel is used as one of the tricks, as it
is a very popular kernel to start with. The RBF kernel can be represented as shown in
Equation 3.2.
2

i-y\\x-x'\\ )

{Eq. 3.2)

Where ||x — x'|pis the squared Euclidean norm of two features x and x' in input space.
Y = the influence of single training example.
As discussed above, the ‘C’ parameter will influence the complexity versus accuracy
trade-off In Figure 3.14, an SVM non-linear binary classification with RBF kernel is
implemented using the scikit-learn library to visualize how 'y' and ‘C’ vary the decision
functions and boundaries. Care must be taken to prevent overfitting issues and achieve
good generalisation.
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Figure 3. 14: SVM non-linear binary classification with RBF
(Tuning ‘C’ and gamma values)
(Source: lilip scikil-lciirnorf^ .sicihle atifo examples win plot rhf paraineters.hlnil -sphx-^lr-auU)e.xainples-svui-plol-rhf-pdrunielers-pv)

For the implementation of SVMs, there is a high level of difficulty associated with the
correct selection of kernels and parameters and the implementation is computationally
expensive, but if the right parameters are chosen the SVM can outperform even neural
networks in some cases (1. Guyon, B. Boser and V. Vapnik, 1993) and successfully
classify high dimensional data even with small training datasets.

3.6 Related work
In this section, the work related to this study with machine learning is discussed. It is
confined to behaviour classification or activity recognition with machine learning so as
to relate machine learning with this study.
In a study conducted to recognize physical activities from an accelerometer using multi
scale ensemble methods, the accuracy achieved with a sub-window ensemble model is >
90% on an accelerometer-based physical activity dataset from Oregon State University
and >80% from Human Activity Sensing Consortium (HASC) dataset (Zheng, Wong,
Guan and Trost, 2010).
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A more relevant study has been conducted in Australia to classify cattle behaviour from
accelerometer data. In this study (Dutta et al., 2014), Unsupervised methods like
clustering techniques are used along with ground truth analysis to implement supervised
algorithms such as KNN, Trees, NaYve Bayes and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
to classify multiple behaviours, including searching, resting, grazing and ruminating. It
was observed that an accuracy of 96% has been achieved with bagging ensemble
classification.
These studies can be used as a baseline for this study. It has been proved that by using
accelerometer data, animal behaviours and physical activities can be classified with
machine learning algorithms. The main focus of this thesis will be the implementation of
Artificial Neural Networks to classify calf s suckling behaviour. From the literature
review, it has found that using neural networks for the classification of calf behaviour
patterns as a novel method and found neural networks to be more natural in adapting to
the changes in data.

.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, machine learning and the workflow in the development of machine
learning models and prominent learning styles like supervised, unsupervised, semisupervised and reinforcement learning are learnt. The operation of linear and non-linear
classifiers has been presented, along with the problems of generalization and overfitting.
The details of classical machine learning algorithms (KNN and SVM), how they are
implemented for classification tasks in supervised learning and the prediction procedures
associated with unknown data points have been reviewed. It has also reviewed the
published work relating to classification of animal behaviour with machine learning
techniques with results and elicited opportunities for further exploration.
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Chapter 4
Artificial Neural Networks
4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3, an overview of Machine learning, types of learning strategies, some of the
classical machine learning algorithms and the related work was presented.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are a subset of machine learning that serves as a
method of solving pattern recognition problems. As the name conveys, the traditional
architecture of ANNs was inspired by the biological neural network as an attempt to
understand the functions of the brain (human brain or a brain of any animal) (Hinton and
Shallice, 1991). ANNs are designed to mimic the biological neural network at a functional
level to distinguish patterns. This is achieved by interconnecting individual computational
nodes called ‘Artificial Neurons’ which forms a network. ANNs are trained to distinguish
patterns by updating the parameters of the computational nodes (artificial neurons).
In this chapter, the physiology of biological neurons is presented. Explained how the
inspiration was drawn from a biological neural network by the way they are
interconnected and how information flows through neurons. The history and development
of ANNs are presented by understanding how a perceptron, logistic units and multilayer
perceptron work respectively analogous to biological neurons. Understanding how they
are activated (with different activation functions in ANNs). Different network
architectures are presented to explain how ANNs recognize different patterns problems.
Network learning with error back propagation as feedback of incorrect matches with
respect to desired output is explained. Different types of loss functions, optimizers and
regularisation techniques to update weights (artificial neuron’s parameters) in the network
are explored.
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4.2 Biological Neural Networks - Physiology
It can be inferred that the evolution and development of the nervous system date from
700 to 500 million years ago in Cnidarians (like a hydra, sea anemones, jellies etc.) and
also by brain-like structures found in fossil records of worms (Sherwood, Klandorf and
H. Yancey, 2005). Slowly, the re-organisation and development (neurogenesis) of fore,
mid and hindbrain occurred (Kimbel and Martin, 1993) as shown in figure 4.1.

Man

Chimpanzee

Figure 4. 1: Evolution of the Brain (Eccles., 1989)
To understand the physiology of the brain we need to understand the fundamental
building blocks of the brain, which are brain cells. The brain cells which can conduct
electro-chemical nerve impulses and propagate them are called ‘Neurons’. The Human
Brain constitutes 100 billion neurons and ten to fifty folds of glial cells (HerculanoHouzel, 2012). Glial cells are responsible for regeneration of the myelin sheath which is
necessary to propagate nerve impulses Glial cells do not propagate nerve impulses but,
they provide support and nutrition. In this study. Neurons physiology is explored. 16
billion Neurons are present in the cerebral cortex alone in an adult brain (Platek, Keenan
and Shackelford, 2009). Neurons are microscopic and the size varies from 0.004 to 0.1
millimetres in diameter.
Every neuron contains three main parts namely: The Cell body or soma, the Axon and the
Dendrites as illustrated in figure 4.2. Just like in every living cell, the Nucleus is present
inside the cell body. The information (electro-chemical impulses) is processed in the cell
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body. The Axon is long tube-like structure connected to the cell body. The information
from the cell body is propagated to the synapse or axon terminals. The fibre-like structures
connected to the cell body are termed ‘Dendrites’ and act as ‘Receptors’. Information
(nerve impulses) from other neuron synapses are received by the dendrites and propagate
to the cell body. The myelin sheath covers the axon and is interrupted by Nodes of
Ranvier. These nodes help in the propagation of electro-chemical impulses by rapid
polarisation and depolarisation.

Dendrite
Axon “ferminal

Schwann cel
Myelin sheath
Nucleus
Figure 4. 2: Illustration of a Neuron
(Source: Adapted from https: commons, wikimedia, orn

ii /A/

/■ i/e: \eiirou. .sri^)

The Axon terminates at terminals called ‘Synapse’ or ‘Axon Terminals’ shown in figure
4.3. The Synapse contains ‘Synaptic Vesicles’ consisting of‘Neurotransmitters’. These
Neurotransmitters are absorbed by the post-synaptic neuron through synaptic cleft and
are responsible for changing the potential difference in post-synaptic neurons.
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Figure 4. 3; Illustration of a Neuron Synapse
(Source: Adaptedfrom hups: commons.wiki media.orn wiki hilc:l225 Chemical Synapse.jpg)

The Neuron is said to be in a state called ‘Resting Potential’ (-70 mV). The
electrochemical impulses or nerve impulses is mainly caused by diffusion of sodium
(Na ) and potassium (K‘) ions in the cell membrane with respect to the adjacent
membrane in the cell. This diffusion is caused due to the differences in permeability in
intracellular and extracellular fluids (Sherwood, Klandorf and H. Yancey, 2005).
Once the dendrites or cell body receives information (neurotransmitters) from a presynaptic neuron, this creates a rapid increase in the potential which depolarises the
existing neuron from its resting potential state to exceed its threshold potential (-50 mV)
to a maximum of around (+30 mV). This leads to the stimulation or excitation of the cell
(neuron). The potential which excites the cell by exceeding its threshold limit is called as
an ‘Action Potential’ which typically varies between 70 mV to 100 mV (Freeman and
Skapura, 1994). Once the cell excites, it ‘fires’ and propagates the action potential to the
axon and returns to Resting potential (with a small dip of ‘Hyperpolarisation’ before
reaching resting potential) as shown in figure 4.4.
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Slow depolarization
to threshold

Figure 4. 4: Illustration of Action, Threshold and Resting Potentials
(Sherwood, Klandorf and H. Yancey, 2005)

Action potentials are rapid and do not diminish or attenuate when propagating and can
travel long distances (Sherwood, Klandorf and H. Yancey, 2005). Once the Axon receives
action potential from the cell body, it propagates that potential (Na* ions) with rapid
depolarisation and polarisation (with K' ions) as shown in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4. 5: Illustration of Action Potential Propagation in an Axon
(Sherwood, Klandorf and H. Yancey, 2005)

Once this potential reaches the synapse or axon terminal, the neurotransmitter will be
excited and transmitted to the next neuron (post-synaptic) and the signal propagates so
forth. The important event to notice in biological neuron’s functionality is the action
potential exceeding the neuron’s threshold resulting in information flow. Each neuron has
a different threshold level depending on the type of information. For example, sense of
vision, taste, sound, smell and touch have different neurons responding and have different
threshold levels and carry the signals to respective cerebral lobes in the brain. The way
the brain learns depends on updating the threshold levels of the respective neurons and
updating the ‘weights’ of the connections. Though the brain is very complex in processing
the learned information, the simple functionality of the neurons and its neural architecture
is taken as an inspiration in developing Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs).
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4.3 History of Ailificial Neural Networks
As described in section 4.1, ANN is composed of individual computational units
connected to mimic a biological neural network. The main idea of these interconnections
is that intelligent behaviour can be achieved when worked together. Ian Goodfellow in
his ‘Deep Learning’ book (Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville, 2016) mentioned that
neural networks took different names and date back to 1940s. Neural networks were
referred as ‘cybernetics’ which is also referred as the first wave of neural networks. From
the 1980s to 1990s they were referred as Neural Networks with ‘connectionism’ and error
back propagation, the second wave. From 2006 till present they are referred as ‘Deep
Neural Networks’ (DNNs), as the number of hidden layers increases in large scale, the
third wave. The common aspect jn all the three waves is to connect computational units
together which can learn features to solve pattern recognition problems. In this section,
we understand more about the historical development of neural networks and
computational units.

4.3.1 fhe 1 hreshold Logic Unit

The Threshold Logic Unit (TLU) also termed as the ‘McCulloch-Pitts Neuron’ was
developed by a neuroscientist Warren McCulloch and logician Walter Pitts in 1943
(McCulloch and Pitts, 1943). This model resembles a biological neuron as discussed in
section 4.2. The inputs are summed up to reach or exceed a threshold value. Once the
summed-Lip input reaches the threshold value, the logic unit ‘fires’ the output as 1 or 0 (a
Boolean network) as shown in figure 4.6. These logic units can be modified by changing
the threshold levels or by using different mathematical models instead of using a step
function. These mathematical models which modify threshold activations are called
‘Activation Functions’. Though the McCulloch-Pitts neuron is a very simple binary
output function, it is still a precise model for simple linear computing.
As shown in figure 4.6 the threshold value ‘T’ and the input connection weights Wi, W2,
W3,..... , Wn are fixed. The output ‘Y’ depends on the Threshold ‘T’, product of inputs ’F,

connection weights ‘W’ and their total sum ‘S’. This can be mathematically expressed as
in equation 4.1 and 4.2.
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s = zUiiWi

{Eq. 4.1)

V. ^ ro, 5 < r

{Eq. 4.2)

ll, S>T
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y

Figure 4. 6: McCulloch-Pitts Neuron illustration (Kawaguchi, 2000)
(Source: hup: \i )n\ ol4.ecc.uiep.edu research w ebfiizzv docs kk-thesis kk-ihesis-himl node 12. htmi)

In 1949, a Learning theory in neurons was proposed by Donald Hebb (Hebb, 1949). In
his theory, he states that updating of the weights (in contrast with McCulloch where
weights were static) would result in ‘learning’. Updating the respective weights to
strengthen the respective connection reminds us of the learning process in biological
neurons. Hebb’s theory can be represented as equation 4.3.
A^=r]*X*Y

{Eq.4.3)

Where ‘A^’ represent a change in weight with respect to input ‘X’ and output ‘Y’
^7]' is the scaling factor.
With his theory, Hebb has laid the groundwork and foundations for the artificial learning
process by introducing weights for the inputs.

4.3.2 fhe Perceptron

Based on the work conducted by McCulloch & Pitts and Hebb’s learning theory and in
an attempt to understand how the brain learns and process memorized information, Frank
Rosenblatt published his work on "probabilistic model of information storage and
organisation in the brain’ in 1958. He named that model as ‘Perceptron’ (Rosenblatt,
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1958). In his work, he describes how information between sensory organs (eyes) and the
Central Nervous System flows and leaves the ‘memory traces’ in the neurons. He tried to
reconstruct these memory traces by translating them into electrical charges.
The idea behind the Perceptron model links to Hebb’s learning theory. The perceptron
algorithm is based on updating the input weights which affects the output. The weight
update is done by measuring the difference of error between the desired output and the
actual output and adding the initial random weight. This can be mathematically shown as
below equation 4.4.
^i.k = ^i,k-i +

Where

- yj) Xi

{Eq. 4.4)

is the initial random weight (preceding weights)
Xj is the input
di is the desired output
yi is the expected output

T] is the learning rate to control the step size in each iteration

This perceptron algorithm is limited to classifying only linearly separable classes and fails
to classify non-linear classification (Minsky and Papert, 1969), it also failed to implement
XOR logic and encountered criticism for these drawbacks.

4.3.3 ADALINI'/MADALINB
ADALINE (Adaptive Linear Element) has been developed by Prof Bernard Widrow and
Ted Hoff in 1960 (Widrow and Hoff, 1960). It resembles a perceptron but greatly differs
in terms of learning weights to classify correctly by minimizing error. As discussed in
section 4.3.2, the weight update in the perceptron algorithm is based on the difference in
error between the desired and actual output with added initial weight (preceding weight).
ADALINE uses Mean Square Error (MSE) of the outputs as a measure to adapt the
weights of the inputs to lower the Mean Square Error. It can be represented
mathematically as shown in below equation 4.5
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{Eq. 4.5)

ADALINE follows a stochastic gradient descent method which still remains a popular
and effective learning algorithm today (Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville, 2016).
Widrow and Hoff also coneeptualised multi-layer neural nets by connecting multiple
ADALINEs. They called this as ‘MADALINE’ (multiple or many ADAEINEs).
MADAEINE uses learning rules for classification. These rules are designed to decrease
the error rate and increase the accuracy. The First rule (MR I) was developed by Ridgway
in 1962. The second and improved rule (MR II) was developed Winter and Widrow in
1987 (Widrow and Winter, 1988). These two rules classify mostly linearly separable
classes and performed poorly for non-linear classification because ADALINEs use hardlimiting quantizers (signums). Later, decision making using non-linear functions like
sigmoid came into use. Due to the saturation of these non-linear functions, decision
making has become more feasible for non-linear classifications. This concept has been
applied in developing MADALINE rule III (MR III) (Widrow and Lehr, 1993). This
addition of sigmoidal nonlinearity with ADALINE and error backpropagation solved the
non-linear classification problem in neural networks.

4.3.4 Later Developments

The work published by Minsky and Papert points to the drawbacks of perceptrons
(Minsky and Papert, 1969), showing the inability of neural networks to solve problems
like non-linear classification, XOR logic implementation etc. This caused a dip in
research funding for neural network-based models. In 1974, Werbos developed the
baekpropagation algorithm which didn’t receive much attention. In 1975, Fukushima
proposed a multi-layer neural network inspired by the functionality of the brain
(Fukushima, 1975) called ‘Cognitron’. This model has been considered as very complex
to implement. Later in 1980, he developed a more robust model for image proeessing
inspired by the mammalian visual system, called ‘Neocognitron’ (Fukushima, 1980). In
the early 1980s, Hopfield developed a model inspired by the way the memory is stored in
the biological brain as well as addressing & aecessing memories in integrated circuits by
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asynchronous parallel processing (Hopfield, 1982). In 1985, Hinton, Ackley and
Sejnowski collaborated and developed

learning algorithm for Boltzmann Machines”

(Ackley, Hinton and Sejnowski, 1985), work that changed the misconception that ‘neural
networks cannot learn’. Their work explained the conclusions made by Minsky and
Papert on Perceptrons was misleading. They demonstrated the model with simple
examples and concluded that powerful learning algorithms can be developed using neural
networks.
Until this point, neural network’s advantages were obscured and out of the limelight. By
1986, the error backpropagation algorithm (Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams, 1986)
(LeCun, 1988) had gained popularity and still remains dominant in training neural
networks today. Later in the early 1990s, extensive research was carried out in sequence
modelling with neural networks. In 1994, the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) was
developed to solve non-linearity problems and used as a universal approximator for
desired accuracies (Haykin, 1994). Some of the fundamental problems in multi-layer
(deep) neural networks have been identified (Hochreiter, 2018) (Bengio, Simard and
Frasconi, 1994). These sequential pattern recognition problems with neural networks had
been solved with LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) (Hochreiter and Urgen
Schmidhuber, 1997).
Parallel research on computer vision with neural networks had been done extensively in
Canada during this period. The models include handwritten digit classification and
character recognition (LeCun, Bottou, Bengio and Haffner, 1998a) (Bengio, Ducharme,
Vincent and Janvin, 2003). In 2006, Geoffrey Hinton implemented

“g

fast learning

algorithm for deep belief networks” (Hinton, Osindero and Teh, 2006), this model was a
fast-greedy unsupervised algorithm used to recognize handwritten digits with multiplelayer (deep) neural networks. This model served as the genesis of ‘Deep Neural
Networks’ (Deep Learning).
To encourage the researchers the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIFAR) and
Stanford University set a standard/benchmark dataset for computer vision challenge
competitions (ImageNet, PASCAL, VOC). In 2012, Alex Krizhevsky had developed
‘AlexNet’ which was a ‘Deep Convolutional Neural Network’ (Krizhevsky, Sutskever
and Geoffrey E., 2012). This model classified 1.2 million high-resolution images of 1000
categories in the ImageNet challenge and achieved 15.3% error overall. Currently, major
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‘technology giant’ companies like Google, Microsoft, IBM, Facebook, Intel etc., have
invested heavily in Artificial Intelligence. The investments increased threefold from 2013
to 2017 including startups (Bughin et al., 2017). Current research focuses on Natural
Language Processing (NLP), vision and speech recognition, autonomous vehicles,
medical radiology, home automation and manufacturing (Shoham et al., 2017).

4.4 Artificial Neuron
The functional representation mimicking a biological neuron has been presented in figure
4.7. Just like dendrites, cell body and synapse (axon terminal) in a biological neuron, the
artificial neuron has input channels Xi

„, which act as dendrites, the threshold 6j which

acts as the nucleus in the cell body and output Oj which acts as a synapse.

weights

Figure 4. 7: Mathematical representation of an Artificial Neuron
(Source: https: commons, wikimeclia.ora w iki l ile:. trlificiaL\eiiron\fo(/el emiUsh.pnn)

As described in section 4.2, neurons learn by strengthening the connections between
presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons. This functionality can be achieved by adding
weight components W^j

to the input channel. The strengths of each input can be

altered by updating the weights'. The product of weights and their respective inputs are
summed up by summation function and then transfer it to the ‘activation function’ with a
predefined threshold. The output logic (0 or 1) of the artificial neuron depends on the
weight sum of inputs reaching its threshold value Oj.
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4.4.1 Weights Initialisation

Weights can be excitatory or inhibitory (increase signal strength or decrease signal
strength) with respect to inputs. Weights can range from -1 to +1 or 0 to 1 depending on
the choice or model selection. For normalised data (centred to zero), it is reasonable to
assume that weights can be positive and negative. Primarily weights are initialised with
random values and then adjusted to minimize the error as part of a learning process.
However, weights should never be initialised to 0 as this make the product of an input
and their weights will have the same value throughout and there won’t be any
improvement in learning. For smaller networks, weights are initialised with small random
values closer to 0 but not actually 0 and this yields good results but for deeper networks,
this could be a problem. For deeper networks, ‘Xavier Initialisation’ (weights with
Gaussian distribution) is used (Glorot and Bengio, 2010) as one of the optimal methods
for training.

4.4.2 Weighted input Summation, Output and Bias

Once the weights are initialised with random values as discussed in section 4.4 then
proceed to the next step. This step involves multiplication (dot product) of inputs by their
respective weights and then summing of the result. This can be best represented as in
equation 4.6
Weighted input sum —

{Eq. 4.6)

Where Xj are inputs
are weights
Equation 4.6 resembles Perceptron summation shown in equation 4.1. The output of the
perceptron ‘y’ shown in equation 4.2 depends on the threshold of the activation function.
The steepness of the threshold can be adjusted with the weights associated with the inputs.
The output of the artificial neuron Oj shown in figure 4.7 will be better controlled if we
introduce a ‘shift’. The change in the shift is called ‘Bias’. This can be represented as
equation 4.6 with an added bias (shown in equation 4.7)
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Output

Oj

=

+

b

{Eq. 4.7)

For example, consider an artificial neuron with sigmoid activation function without bias
(different types of activation functions are explored in section 4.4.3). This can be used to
control just the steepness of the saturation as shown figure 4.8 below.

Figure 4. 8: sigmoid activation control without bias
(Source: hups: slackovei flow com queslious 248()()5() ro/c-of-bids-iu-neiiral-uclu'ork.s)

Now, consider the artificial neuron with bias. This will give additional control by shifting
the weighted sum by a value of‘b’. This is shown in the figure 4.9 below.

Figure 4. 9: sigmoid activation control with bias
(Source: hups: slackorei flou . coin queslious 2480650 role-of-hias-in-neural-tietworks)
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4.4.3 Activation Functions

The activation function as shown in figure 4.7 calculates the weighted inputs sum with
respect to a threshold and fires the logic to the output. The resulting value from the
activation function is fed to the output

Oj.

The output of the artificial neuron is fed to

other neurons or it may be considered as a final output depending on the ANN architecture
and position of neuron within the network.
There are different types of activation functions which are used depending on the nature
of the problem. Some of the widely used activation functions are presented below.

4.4.3.1 Binary Step Function

This activation function is called a binary step function as it has two logic states 0 and 1,
with a discrete transition between these two states. This activation function has been
discussed in the perception (section 4.3.2) and it is also known as the linear threshold
function. This can be represented as a below graph (figure 4.10)
yA

Figure 4. 10: Binary step function
(Source: http: M iki.uhc.CLi imuees a a4 Binary step function.ptm)

The output of the binary step function y is either be logic 0 or logic 1 depending on the
inputs. Mathematically it can be represented as below.
y

lif X >0
0 if X < 0
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{Eq. 4.8)

These type of binary step functions are not recommended for non-linear classifications
and networks with a feedback loop (error back propagation) as the derivative of the step
function is 0.

4.4.3.2 Sigmoid

To solve non-linear problems and to approximate non-linear functions with ANNs non
linear activation functions are used. The sigmoid function is a non-linear function. It is
also called as binary sigmoid as the range is 0 to 1. When the inputs are much lower than
0 then the logic fires the output as 0 and if the inputs much higher than 0 then the logic
fires 1 and if the input is 0, then the output is 0.5. This can be graphically represented as
below (figure 4.11).

Figure 4. 11: Binary Sigmoid function
(Source:
http: wiki, uhc.CO innuies c c5 Binary si^nioid. Sleepucs.s parameters o %i/-) / and a %3/) 3.png)

Mathematically the output of the sigmoid function can be represented by the below
equation. In the above figure 4.11, the steepness of the curve is affected by o value.

11

--

Q{-aX)

{Eq.4.9)

The sigmoid function has been widely used until recently, but its popularity has fallen
because of the drawbacks observed in multi-layered neural networks with error
backpropagation (error back propagation explained in section 4.6). One of the main
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drawbacks of using sigmoid function is its undesirable property of saturating gradients at
the tails of 0 and 1, this would affect the model’s final output by ‘killing’ the small
gradients when error backpropagation is implemented. Learning process with sigmoid
function needs extra care in weights initialisation.

4.4.3.3 Tan 11
Hyperbolic Tangent (TanH) is also a non-linear function with range -1 to 1. This is also
known as a scaled sigmoid. The advantage of the TanH activation function is that its
output is zero-centred. This function can be graphically represented as below (figure
4.12).

Figure 4. 12: TanH function
(Source: hup w iki.uhc.cn inuuics 0 04 Bipolar si^^uio 'ul pna)

The^TanH function also has the gradient saturation problem at bounded at -1 and
Mathematically it can be represented by the below equation.
1f{x)=

1+ e(-2^)

{Eq. 4.10)

4.4.3.4 Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)
‘Rectified Linear Unit’, as the name conveys is a linear function which is partly rectified.
The negative axis is rectified in ReLU and making it a non-linear function. The output
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range of this function is 0 to oo. Mathematically it can be represented by the below
equation.

[x for X > 0

{Eq. 4.11)

The inputs which are negative are considered 0. When the inputs are 0 and higher the
output is the same that of positive linear function. This can be graphically represented as
below (figure 4.13).

Figure 4. 13: ReLU function
(Source: hUps: \vM\v.ar.\iv-vanit\.com papers H 12.03541 )

Sigmoid and TanH functions are considered dense activation functions because all the
neurons respond and compute the output whereas ReLU is considered a sparse activation
function because it reduces the overhead to 50% (only half of the neurons fire) when the
data is normalised. Due to this characteristic feature, ReLUs are more favoured in deep
neural networks where simple mathematical functions are preferred over complex
exponential functions. Due to its linear, non-saturating and sparse activation
characteristic, the learning process is greatly accelerated (Goodfellow, Bengio and
Courville, 2016).
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Epochs
Figure 4. 14: Training ReLU vs TanH
(Krizhevsky, Sutskever and Hinton, 2012a)

Figure 4.14 shows error rate comparison when training a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN explained in chapter 6 in detail), the solid line is the error rate of ReLU and dashed
line represents TanH. It is evident that the network learns faster with ReLU however,
there is one disadvantage with ReLU. The gradient will be 0 for negative values as shown
in figure 4.13. If the learning rate is set high, then almost 50% of the neurons will ‘die’
(not activate because weights will be adjusted to 0) during error backpropagation. For
this, care must be taken in setting the error rate properly. There are other alternatives to
address this problem by varying the properties of the ReLU function. In these alternatives,
the rectification of negative values is slightly modified to avoid ‘dying ReLU’ problem.
These modified ReLU are called leaky ReLU (LReLU), Parametric ReLU (PReLU),
Randomized ReLU (RReLU) (Xu, Wang, Chen and Li, 2015), Concatenated ReLU
(CReLU) (Shang, Sohn, Almeida and Lee, 2016), Shifted ReLU (SReLU), Exponential
Linear Unit (ELU) (Clevert, Unterthiner and Hochreiter, 2015), Scaled Exponential
Linear Unit (SELU) (Klambauer, Unterthiner, Mayr and Hochreiter, 2017) etc.
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Figure 4. 15: Comparisons of modified ReLUs (Xu et al., 2015)

Figure 4. 16: Comparisons of modified ReLUs
(Clevert, Unterthiner and Hochreiter, 2015)

4.4.3.5 Rcn/iiil Ba.si.s Fund ion (RBF)

Radial Basis functions are another type of widely used function. These functions do not
depend on a threshold as the above-mentioned functions. RBF takes the Gaussian form,
the form of a bell-shaped curve. The function calculates the magnitude of the distance
between inputs and central point (Orr, 1996), and the output varies between 0 and 1. It
can be mathematically represented as an equation 4.12 and graphically represented as
shown in figure 4.17.
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a = Ae

(Eq. 4.12)

Where a = output
A = Magnitude of the Radial function
P = Width of the Radial function
p = input
i = expected value

0

Input p

Figure 4. 17: Radial Basis Function
(Source: https:; uk.mathworks.com help nnet examples radial-basisapnrox i mat ion. htm I '.h eg nested I )omai n true)

4.5 ANN Architecture
The architecture of ANNs can be described as an arrangement of individual
interconnected artificial neurons stacked into layers. A simple or single layered ANN has
one input layer and one output layer and resembles like perceptron. According to Minsky
and Papert (Minsky and Papert, 1969) single layered ANNs are limited to linear
classifications and cannot perform well for non-linear classifications as discussed in the
previous section. To solve this, single layered-ANNs are scaled to multi-layered ANNs
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by adding a layer in between input and output layer. This layer is called as a ‘hidden layer’
which connects the input and output layer. The output from the input layer is taken as the
input of the hidden layer, which computes and shares it to the output layer. This gives
additional computational ability. This stacking or layering can have single or multiple
hidden layers (deep neural network). The network architecture or topology depends on
the nature of the problem, learning style (supervised, unsupervised or semi-supervised)
and learning algorithm. Though more advanced and complex architectures (deep neural
networks) exists, in this section, different types of basic ANN architectures are presented
which are the basis for every complex architecture which exists today.

4.5.1 Feedforward Network

In the early 90’s , the most popular form of ANN is the feedforward network architecture
(Hornik, 1991). The neurons are organised into layers as input, hidden and output layers.
The signal or information flows only in the forward direction. The Interconnections are
only layer-wise and no cyclic connections within the same layer. This network topology
is shown in figure 4.18.
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An example of a Feed-forward Neural Network with one hidden layer ( with 3 neurons )

Figure 4. 18: Feedforward Network
(Source: https:/7vv\v\v.leainoDencv.com iiiiderstandirm-feedforvvard-ncural-net\vorks9
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As shown in figure 4.18, the nodes or neurons are not conneeted in a eyclic fashion in
respective layers but, connected across each layer. As there are no loops associated with
any layer, the information propagates in only one direction. The disadvantage of this type
of network architecture is the lack of error feedback with respect to the input and the
target output.

4.5.2 Recursive Network

In Recursive networks, unlike feedforward network there exist a cyclic loop or closed
loop feedback within the network which makes the current state (t) information recur for
some finite number of loops along with previous state (t-1) until it activates the hidden
activation function. The neural network with this recursive feature is called as a Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN). Due to this characteristic, they are used to solve sequential
domain problems like speech recognition, speech translation and any problem that
involves a sequence of steps. RNNs are covered in depth in chapter 5. RNN can be
illustrated as shown in figure 4.19.

Figure 4. 19: Recurrent Network (Bullinaria, 2015)
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4.5.3 Feedback Network

In a Feedback network, the topology is almost like a feedforward network but, the signal
or information propagation is bi-directional. Unlike recursive networks, the feedback
signal is not a closed loop within the network nodes but, propagates through the network
layers from the output layer back to the input layer. The idea behind the feedback network
is to minimize the error the network model makes in predicting or classifying by feeding
back the amount of error. It is believed that after a certain number of iterations the error
reaches minimum and saturates. This is the point where the feedback network model is
trained. There are different ways to propagate the error back to the hidden layers to update
the weights accordingly to minimize the error. Error backpropagation is explained in
detail in section 4.6. A simple feedback network is illustrated in figure 4.20

(Source Adaptedfrom
https:

lutorialspoiiu.com artificial inlellineuce artificial inte/liaeuce neural networks, him)
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4.6 Training Neural Networks
As discussed in section 4.2 (biological neurons - physiology), different sensory neurons
respond only to their respective senses (vision, hear, smell, touch and taste). The way they
respond to familiar patterns is like the ‘recall’ of memory. This recall depends on neurons
interconnections and strength of each interconnection. The strength of each connection
depends on the level of training and a saturation point. Similarly, ANN models respond
to different problems (visual or speech etc.). The strengths of interconnections of
individual artificial neurons are denoted in terms of weights. Therefore, the strength of
connections will depend on updating the respective weights. The responses to the familiar
or unfamiliar data depend on the way the network model is trained, the learning style
adopted (supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised or reinforcement) and the network
architecture chosen (feedforward, recursive or feedback). The most popular training
combination is ‘supervtsed-feedback’. This aim of this combination is to train the network
model to have the lowest error possible with respect to the desired and actual output by
iterating the training data a finite number of times (Epochs).
This can be done by propagating the relative error back to the hidden layers to update the
weights accordingly. The way the error is calculated depends on the loss functions. The
way to reduce the error without overfitting depends on optimization algorithms. This
section describes the error backpropagation algorithm, types of loss functions, different
types of optimization algorithms and trade-offs between the speed of convergence,
accuracy and different types of regularisation.

4.6.1 luTor Backpropagation Algorithm
The error backpropagation algorithm was introduced by Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams
in 1986 (Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams, 1986). The fundamental idea is to propagate
the error between the desired output and the actual output through the network layers.
During backward error propagation, the weights at respective nodes in each layer which
contributed to the error are adjusted and updated to reduce the error in the next iteration.
This process continues until the desired criterion is met.
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The inputs from the input layer propagate through hidden layers until they reach the
output layer. This propagation is called as a ‘Forward Pass’. The output layer consists of
a loss function (section 4.6.2). Generally, loss functions are designed to measure the
quality of the results obtained at output layer from the forward pass against the ground
truth (manual observations) training labels. This loss is back propagated to the input layer
through the hidden layers. This is called as a ‘Backward Pass’. In a backward pass, the
weights at each node are updated with respect to the loss. This is called a ‘gradient
update’, which is done recursively through the network by applying the ‘chain rule’.
The chain rule is obtained by partially deriving the function with respect to each node.
This gives the effect of each variable upon each other. Gradient vector contains partial
derivatives but, for simplicity, partial derivatives on a single input node are considered
here. I’his can be explained by considering an expression below.

= (i + j)k

{Ecj. 4.13)

This compound expression can be illustrated as a computation graph as shown in figure
4.21 with simple addition and multiplication nodes. The output of (i + j) is represented
as ‘s’ and the product of s and input k gives the final output ‘f

Figure 4. 21: Computation graph
(Source Adaptedfrom http: cs23 1 n.uillnib.io'optimization-2/#si<»moid)
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The weights are initialised randomly, the inputs i, j, k propagate through the nodes during
the forward pass. Now, the loss is calculated at the end and set as 1 (trivial because ^ =
1). Then the gradient propagates backwards. From the computation graph shown in figure
4.21, s can be written as:

s = (i + ;■)

(Eq. 4.14)

ds
^ ds
The partial derivatives of s are — = 1; — = 1
01
oj

f = sk

{Eq. 4.15)
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di
dj
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ds di

2L = 2L ds
d; ds d;

{Eq. 4.16)

{Eq. 4.17)

The gradient flowing through the node is illustrated in figure 4.22, with the forward pass
represented in green. Once the loss is calculated, the gradient propagates back (shown in
red). The gradient update depends on the operation f in the node. The function f can be a
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simple mathematical operation or an activation gate like sigmoid, tanH or ReLU. For
simplicity, the activation gates are expanded and represented as a computation graph with
simple mathematical operations.

Consider the sigmoid activation function shown in equation 4.18. The computation graph
is expanded as shown in figure 4.23.

f{W.x) =

qXq-\-W2)

Figure 4. 23: Gradient flow in the expanded sigmoid gate
(Source Adaptedfrom hupy/'cs23 1 n.uitluib.io/optimization-2/#sitzmoid)
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{Eq. 4.18)

In this way, the gradients are propagated and weights are updated and this process is
iterated until the desired condition is met or until the network reaches a saturation point
in learning.

4.6.2 I'ypes of Loss

In Classification problems, a classifier (classifiers are explained in detail in chapter 6) is
designed to classify by predicting which class (either binary or multi-class) the data
belongs to. A particular ‘score’ is assigned to these predicted values. A loss function is
defined to quantify how bad the score is with respect to the actual target from the training
data. Loss functions give the insight into the quality of the designed classifiers. There are
a wide range of loss functions depending on the problem domain (Janocha and Czarnecki,
2017). In this section, commonly used loss functions are discussed (in overall machine
learning). They are;
1. Hinge loss
2. Softmax or Cross Entropy loss
Hinge loss is notably used in Support Vector Machines (SVM) for classification. This
loss function can be applied either to a binary classification or extended SVM multi-class
(Weston and Watkins, 1999) classification. It is based on the ‘maximum margin’
classification. Given the training data with labels (Xj,yj) with initial random weights W,
the score with input Xi with parameter W can be represented as;
5 = f(Xi,W)

Then, hinge loss

max (O, w]xj — Wy.Xi -f- j)

Where Wj is the reshaped W of the

row, A is the margin

For simplicity, hinge loss can be written as
(O, Sj - Sy. + A)
This can be graphically shown in figure 4.24,is 1 in this case.
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(Eq. 4.19)

“Hinge loss”

O 'I

Figure 4. 24: Hinge loss (Li, Johnson and Yeung, 2017b)
The other common variant in hinge loss is the ‘squared hinge loss’, unlike unsquared
hinge loss, squared hinge loss quadratically penalizes the margin instead of linear
penalisation. This makes small errors large and can provide better results for some
datasets.
Softmax or Cross Entropy loss is commonly used in neural networks. Unlike hinge loss,
Softmax interprets the scores s (function f of inputs a:,- and weight parameter W) as un
normalised log probabilities.
s = /(x^; W) = Wx
Scores are exponentiated and then normalised to get the probabilities of different classes.
This can be represented as;

p(r = y,.|X = Xi)=^
Where
S; =

{Eq. 4.20)

= probability of the y.^^class

an element in the class scores vector

——— is called as the Softmax function

Y.jel

For the correct classes, log-likelihood has to be maximised and for a loss function,
negative log-likelihood has to be minimised then,

Lt = -log PiY = yt\X = Xi)
Li = -log{VromEq. 4.19)
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(Eq. 4.21)

Li in both the equations 4.19 and 4.21 is the loss for a single element i. The total loss L
over the dataset can be represented as equation 4.22 below.

Li

W),yi)

(Eq. 4.22)

Equation 4.22 is called as ‘Data Loss’ as the loss depends on the updating parameter W
for the training set during the learning process to improve the performance on the training
set. Sometimes the model may not perform better on the validation set due to overfitting.
Various strategies are designed to minimize the test error at the expense of training error.
These strategies are collectively called ‘Regularisation’ (Goodfellow, Bengio and
CoLirville, 2016). Regularisation follows the 'Occam’s Razor’ principle (William of
Ockham c. 1287 - 1347), observing the complexity of the model and penalising to choose
the simpler value ofW. Therefore, Regularisation R(W) is added to the loss
function L(Wy

regutarization loss

W-\ score function

------------------------------ -—1^

f{xi,W)

data toss

X

Figure 4. 25: Data loss and Regularisation loss
(Source: hup: . cs231 n.niihuh.io opiimizofion-1 »n /.v)

This can be mathematically represented by the below equation.

m

Li ifiXi, W).yd + AR(,W) (Eq. 4.23)
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A is the regularisation strength which can be adjusted as a trade-off hyperparameter
between training and regularisation loss. Different types of regularisations are discussed
in chapter 6.

4.6.3 Optimisation

In the previous section, different types of losses were discussed. The common property
of all the loss functions gives the quality of the classifier. With this insight as a reference,
the classifier can be improved by updating the parameters (W) which contributes to the
maximum loss. Finding the parameters in a network which contributes to a large loss in
order to minimize the loss is called optimisation. Once these parameters are found, a
gradient with respect to the error is back propagated to update them. There are various
ways to find these parameters. The simplest method is to check all the W parameters with
the loss function and perform an update. This method is expensive (time consuming) and
considered bad if the network or the dataset is large. The other method is to do a random
search for W and modify the value of it (5M^) and check if the loss changes, this method
is better than checking every FKparameter.
The ‘standard’ method is to follow the ‘slope’ and perform a gradient update. The slope
towards steepest descent is relative to the gradient of the loss function. Here the input x
is collectively associated with W. Consider a function y = /(x) where x is the input and
y is the output. Change in x will give the slope. The aim here is to decrease the loss or
error by changing the weights associated with inputs (This is illustrated in figure 4.26).
^

~ slope of /(x) at any given point of x
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(Gradient (icscciit

Figure 4. 26: Convex optimisation with gradient descent
(Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville, 2016)
In figure 4.26, x is changed in small ‘steps’ (with respect to its previous state). The change
in X is called ‘step size’ or ‘learning rate’ and it is represented as 'rj'. The output follows
the gradient (green line) in the negative direction. This technique is called ‘Gradient
Descent’. In this example, the optimisation is a simple convex problem trying to achieve
the steepest point in the convex. However, this is not always the case in other problem
domains. The function f(x) could be a complex curve with some critical points worth
noting (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004). This is illustrated in figure 4.27 and 4.28.

Minimiuii

Mfixiiiiuni

Saddle {xiint

Figure 4. 27: Optimisation critical points in 1 Dimension
(Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville, 2016)
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Figure 4. 28: Optimisation critical points in 3 Dimensions
(Source: https://\vw\v.r-bloutzers.com multivariahle-uradient-descent/)

In the above figures 4.27 and 4.28, these critical points affect the overall performance of
the model. It is quite challenging to identify the critical points during optimisation
because the direction of descent is ambiguous (figure 4.27 middle) and sometimes the
slope decreases, then slightly increases and then tends to decrease again making it look
like a ‘saddle’ (figure 4.27 right). This saddle point is called as ‘local minimum’. In these
type of cases, there is a need to find the ‘global minimum’ and progress to reach that point
ultimately.
Approximate minimization
This local minimum
{jerforras nearly as well as
the global one,
so it is an acceptable
halting point.
H

Ideally, we would like
to arrive at the global
mininiuni, but tills
might not bo |)Os.sible.

This local minimum iwrforms
|XK)rly, and should Ik' avoidtHl.

Figure 4. 29: Local and Global minima
(Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville, 2016)
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In Optimisation, there is a core problem of finding the global minimum. One way to
overcome this problem is to have an adaptive learning rate. Therefore, learning rate rj is
considered one of the important hyperparameter in training. The model is said to be in
‘convergence’ when all the elements in the gradient vector are equal to 0 for a value of x.
This value is considered as the global minimum. Learning rate t] plays a crucial role in
achieving convergence either by the speed of convergence or discovering the global
minimum.
Beyond the gradients, there is a need to derive the partial derivatives (^) of input and
output vectors of the loss function because, to know how the function /(x) behaves when
a variable Xj changes at point x . The matrix with those partial derivatives is called
‘Jacobian matrix’. To measure the curvature of the loss function ‘second-order’
differentiation

's needed.
Negative curvature

No curvature

Positive curvature

Figure 4. 30: Measuring curvature
(Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville, 2016)
The input dimension determines the output. If the function has multiple input dimensions
then, the output contains many second order derivatives. The matrix with second-order
partial derivatives is called as ‘Hessian matrix’. There are different first order and second
order optimisation algorithms aiming to achieve faster global convergence. Some of the
most popular optimisation algorithms are discussed below.
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4.6.3.1 Sfochaslic (rnulicm Dc.sccnl (SGD)

In the loss function in equation 4.23, the total loss is over all the examples in the dataset.
Computing this total loss over the whole dataset can be expensive if the dataset is very
large. This can be handled by dividing the data into ‘mini-batches’ and then sampling
each mini batch. This process of dividing the training data into mini-batches, calculating
the mini-batch gradient and performing an update is called stochastic gradient descent
or online learning. This allows optimization algorithms to converge much faster by
approximation than by calculating the exact gradient for the whole training set. The
learning rate and size of the mini-batch are the hyperparameters in this optimisation
technique. Sometimes mini-batch size is constrained by the system memory and the size
will usually be the powers of 2 (i.c. 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 so on). The other factors which
generally drive the size of the mini-batch are hardware and the regularising effect
(Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville, 2016). Extensive research on the convergence rates
of an SGD has been done by Bottou in 1998 (Bottou, 1998). There are some trade-offs
between the convergence speed and the generalisation error (Bottou and Bousquet, 2007).
It is worth noting that while designing an optimisation algorithm, convergence speed is
not always an important factor.

4.6.3.2 Moment urn updole
The term momentum in the ‘Physics’ analogy is the force associated with mass times
velocity [Momentum = (mass * velocity)]. The momentum method of optimisation
(Polyak, 1964) is introduced to accelerate the learning process. This method can be
understood by assuming a ball of mass ‘m’ placed on a cliff which has some potential
energy, rolling to the lowest point in a valley by increasing its velocity under the effect
of gravity. Similarly, the momentum optimisation method works by increasing its
velocity in the direction of the negative gradient (like gravity). Here the cliff is
comparable to the initial loss and the ball has zero initial velocity. The acceleration
depends on the negative gradient slope and integrating the current position with respect
to the previous position (loss). The momentum optimisation method introduces another
hyperparameter which is analogous to ‘friction’ to control the velocity. Controlling the
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velocity is necessary in some cases when the loss function is strongly convex in nature.
This avoids frictionless oscillations to reach the lowest point (in the convex well).
There is another popular variant of momentum update called ‘Nesterov momentum’
developed by Ilya Sutskever in 2013 (Sutskever, Martens, Dahl and Hinton, 2013) based
on Nesterov’s accelerated gradient method (Nesterov, 1983). This method while
performing a momentum update compares current state and future approximate state and
computes the gradient instead of comparing with the previous state. This computation is
called ‘look ahead’ and update.

4.6.3.3 New fan '.s Method

Newton’s method utilises second order derivatives to improve optimisation by trying to
find the global minimum of the loss function instead of the local minimum. Its secondorder derivatives are based on the ‘Taylor series’ expansion. It performs better than
standard gradient descent methods by taking smaller steps if there are multiple minima
and larger steps if there is only one minimum in the loss function. This can be represented
mathematically by the below equation (equation 4.24).

Xn+l

=

Where

Xn-

(HixJ)

1 VfiXn)

{Ecj. 4.24)

is the next iteration

/y(x„) is Hessian matrix at point
Vf{Xyy) first order gradient of the function at point

If any Eigenvalues in the Hessian matrix are negative, then the parameter update can go
in the wrong direction. This problem can be solved by regularising the Hessian matrix.
Newton’s method uses the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm’s regularisation strategy
(Levenberg, 1944) (Marquardt, 1963). The major overhead of this optimisation method
is the cost of computation of the inverse Hessian matrix, which slows down the process
significantly.
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4.6.3.4 Ouasi-NeM Ion's Method (BFGS)

Quasi-Newton’s method is to approximate the Hessian matrix with several steps by
ensuring that the approximation remains positive and definite. The Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shanno {BFGS) algorithm follows Quasi Newton’s method and is the most
popular quasi-newton method (Luenberger and Ye, 2008). The overhead in Newton’s
method of calculating the inverse of the Hessian matrix in a single step is mitigated in
this method. The global minimum can be estimated by the descent direction as long as
the matrix stays positive and definite. Once the inverse Hessian approximation matrix is
updated, it has to store that matrix in the memory to perform an update. In larger networks,
storage of Hessian approximation matrix is an issue. For this problem, there is a variant
of BFGS algorithm called Limited-BFGS (LBFGS) which avoids storing the complete
inverse Hessian approximation

4.6.3.5 Adoijnul d: RMSProj)

In the previous techniques, it has been understood that hyperparameters play a major role
in the process of optimisation. One such reliable and common hyperparameter is the
learning rate. It is critical for both convex and non-convex types of optimisation. Setting
or choosing an optimal learning rate is difficult. Moreover, having a fixed learning rate
will cause the model to perform poorly when converging. One of the obvious solutions
to this problem is to change or adapt the learning rate during the training process.
AdaGrad is the short name for ‘Adaptive Gradient’ developed by Duchi in 2011 (Duchi,
Hazan and Singer, 2011). This technique adapts the learning rate of the model parameters
by taking account of the historical values. This works very well for convex type problems,
but it is not recommended for non-convex type problems because the of its historical
evaluation nature, which may cause convergence of local minima.
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Figure 4. 31: Local and Global minima for a non-convex problem
(Source: https: w w w.cse.iiimv.eclu.aii ~cs94l'"inl MI.P2 i>aLkPro[Hii>aliou.hli>il)

The RMSProp algorithm was developed by Hinton in 2012 (Hinton, Srivastava and
Swersky, 2012). This technique also aims to have an adaptive learning style but uses a
different decay method (exponential decay) while evaluating historical data. Instead of
considering all the previous data (loss) points, it considers only a part of it by dumping
the extreme past. This technique performs better for non-convex type problems as well
because it uses previous gradient accumulation into an exponential moving average. This
technique introduces another hyperparameter which controls the length of the scale for
the moving average. RMSProp is currently regarded as an effective optimizer for deep
neural networks (Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville, 2016).

4.6.3.6

Achim Optimizer

Another popular first order gradient-based adaptive learning optimisation technique is the
‘Adam’ (Adaptive Moments) optimiser, developed by Kingma and Ba in 2014 (Kingma
and Ba, 2014). Adam optimizer is closely related to the RMSProp algorithm but varies in
the parameter update rule and bias correction. RMSProp use momentum on the rescaled
gradients (RMSProp with momentum) whereas the Adam optimiser uses the average of
the first and second moments and then updates the parameter directly. The Adam
optimiser also has bias correction and requires less hyperparameter tuning as its default
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(suggested) hyperparaineters are robust. AdaGrad and RMSProp do not have the bias
correction. This may result in very large step sizes (learning rate) and can result in
divergence. This makes the Adam optimizer easy and suitable for deep neural networks.
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Chapter 5
Deep Neural Networks
5.1 Introduction
The Term ‘Deep Neural Network’ simply describes a Neural Network with ‘many’
hidden layers stacked deeply between the input and output layers, performing a unique
computation in each layer. The origin of Deep Neural Networks is discussed in the
History of ANNs (section 4.3). Due to the complexity of the network connections,
computational power requirements and poor accuracy, deep neural networks were
underutilised until 2009. In the years 2010 to 2012, major advancements in hardware and
software frameworks and optimisation algorithms converged and drew much attention
from the ‘technology giants’ to deep neural networks. This had fuelled research funding
and exposure in the area, allowing the classification accuracy of deep neural networks to
reach a level competing with human abilities.
Figure 5.1 shows the categorical types of learning. Deep learning is a subset of machine
learning and AI as a whole. Due to the developments in hardware and parallel processing
(GPUs) capability, the training time of deep neural networks with large datasets (e.g. 1000
categories, 14 million images) and the error rate has decreased dramatically from 28.2%
(2010) to 3.57% (2015) (He, Zhang, Ren and Sun, 2015a) surpassing the human error rate
of 5.1% (Russakovsky et ah, 2015b). Besides visual recognition, deep neural networks
have achieved remarkable results in speech recognition as well. Reinforcement learning
with deep neural networks has made agents adapt to the environment quickly and
accurately. Mastering complicated games like ‘AlphaGo’ received worldwide attention.
There is a fair amount of research on-going and a lot of scope for deep learning to be
applied in almost every challenging field.
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Figure 5. 1: Deep Learning, Machine Learning & Artificial Intelligence (Al)
(Source:hup: u \t \\

iihil hina/esiisn.con?

industrial-aulomalion can-machine-leut ninii-lurn-hiii-dala-in)hiii-dcal)

Apart from the stacking of more and more hidden layers, different techniques are used in
between and within the layers of Deep Neural Networks for specific applications such as
convolution, max pooling, regularisation and optimisation techniques like ‘dropout’ and
batch normalisation respectively.
This chapter presents Deep Recurrent Neural Networks (Deep RNNs) and its variants
which are used for sequential pattern recognition. It also presents Deep Convolutional
Neural Networks (Deep CNNs) which are used for image/object recognition. Finally,
different deep learning frameworks are explored.
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5.2 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
In chapter 4 (section 4.5.2), a basic recursive network is discussed and illustrated. A
standard recurrent neural network commonly contains input (Xf), RNN cell (fw), and
output (yt). The RNN cell is associated with a hidden state which recurs with the same
set of parameters and function in every time step. This is illustrated in figure 5.2.

/if_i

Figure 5. 2: Standard RNN
The input is transferred to the RNN cell where the function
the previous state

combines the input x^and

The output from the RNN cell \s h^. Mathematically it is

represented as the below equation.

Where hf- = new state
— non-linear function with W parameter
h^-i — old state

The function

can be any non-linear function sigmoid or TanH. The expanded

expression is shown below
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h( = fan/r(M4h/it_i,

yt

{Eq. 5.2)

^hy»

RNN structures vary from one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-one,
depending on the application (like speech recognition, speech translation etc.). This is
illustrated in figure 5.3.

one to one

one to many
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many to one

many to many

many to many
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t

Figure 5. 3: RNN structures
(Karpathy, 2015)

In this study, the many-to-one RNN structure is used because the IMU output has 9
features and the target task is a binary classification.
The network shown in figure 5.2 recurs a finite number of times until the desired criterion
is met and updates the new state. This recursive network can be illustrated in the expanded
view shown in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5. 4: Standard RNN expanded or unrolled view
(Source Jutp: cs231n.skmford.edit slides 2017 cslShi 2017 lecture 10 pdf)

As discussed in chapter 4, a classifier is designed to classify the output class by generating
scores (probabilities) with respect to the input vector. These scores are dependent on the
loss function. The loss is minimised by back-propagating the error gradient. In the case
of deep RNNs used for binary classification, the Softmax loss function is used because of
its simple differentiable features (used for error backpropagation) and its probability
scores representation. As the RNNs are specific to the time domain (sequential), the error
back propagation is carried out through the time domain (‘Back Propagation through
Time’ (BPTT)). If the data sequence is very long, then BPTT will be slow. Therefore, the
sequence is often divided into smaller sequences just like mini batches in the case of
stochastic gradient descent (discussed in section 4.6.3). The loss is computed in these
mini-sequences and the gradient is propagated within these mini-sequences. This method
is called ‘Truncated BPTT’.
The gradient flow in a standard RNN cell is illustrated in figure 5.5. The gradient flow is
indicated by the Red Arrows.
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h,

Figure 5. 5: Gradient flow in RNN Cell

(Li, Johnson and Yeung, 2017a)
As discussed in error back propagation (section 4.6.1), the gradient flow updates the
weight parameters depending on the computed loss. In the case of RNN cells, due to the
presence of the tanh gate, the gradient flows through tanh and then through the
multiplication gate. So, if the mini-sequence is long, the gradient flows through multiple
weight matrices and tanh gates until it reaches the final RNN cell (backwards). This is
illustrated in figure 5.6
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Figure 5. 6: Gradient flow in RNN cells
(Source: http: cs231n.siauford.eiht slides 2017 cs23lii 2017 lecture I O.ndf)

As illustrated in figure 5.4, the same weight parameter is applied to all RNN cells. So,
during the gradient flow illustrated in figure 5.6, the gradient is multiplied with the same
parameters multiple times until it reaches Hq. If the W parameter is greater than 1 then,
because of multiple multiplications, the gradient will ‘explode’ (high gradient value). If
the IT is less than 1, then the gradient will vanish by the time it reaches/iq. These
problems are commonly called Long-Term dependencies (Bengio, Simard and Frasconi,
1994) (Hochreiter, 1998). The exploding gradient problem can be mitigated by setting
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some threshold and by clipping the gradient if it reaches that threshold, called ‘gradient
clipping’. Vanishing gradient problem can be mitigated by modifying the RNN cell.
These modified RNN cells are called as Long-Short Term memory (LSTM) cells.

5.2.1 LSTM Cells

As discussed, LSTM cells are modified RNN cells introduced by (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997). LSTM Cells not only solve the problem of vanishing gradient but
also solves the exploding gradient problem to some extent. LSTM cells have 2 hidden
states instead of one hidden state and have 3 other gates instead one tanh gate. The other
hidden state is called ‘Cell state’

and the other gates are called input gate i, forget gate

f and output gate o. These gates are non-linear (i - sigmoid, f- sigmoid, (keep gate) g tanh, o - sigmoid) and control the information to be stored or to be discarded (forget) for
long sequences. A comparison is illustrated in figure 5.7

(a)

Figure 5. 7: standard RNN cell (a) vs modified RNN cell (LSTM) (b)
(Source Adaptedfrom: http colah.itiihiih.io posts 2015-08-1 nderslandiim-I-STMs!)
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The operation can be mathematically represented as below. From Equation 5.2,

for a

standard RNN cell can be written as:
ht = tanh(M/ (^^“"))
This generates output of two hidden states,

(Eg. 5.3)

andfi^, in the LSTM cell. A simplified

LSTM cell is illustration in figure 5.8.

As in standard RNN cells, the Weight parameter is multiplied with the previous hidden
state and the input. The multiplied output is applied to the gates (input, forget, keep gate
and out gate). The cell state line is like a ‘highway’ with simple pointwise operations.
The outputs are shown below in equations 5.4 to 5.7.

it = o{W -(ht-i^Xt) + bi)

(Eg. 5.4)

ft = a(W

(Eg. 5.5)

+ bf)

Qt = tanh{W iht-i,Xt) + bg )

(Eg. 5.6)

Ot = a(W iht-i,Xt) + bo )

(Eg. 5.7)
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Now, the cell state

is updated to the new cell state

while /i^is product of o^and

computed tanh(Ct)

Ct=

/tGCt_i + iO^

(Eq. 5.8)
(Eq. 5.9)

ht = OfO tanh(Ct)

The gradient flows through the highway (cell state channel - which has simple operations)
without interruptions (illustrated in figure 5.9) and thus problems like exploding or
vanishing gradients are eliminated.
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Figure 5. 9: Gradient flow through LSTM cells
(Li, Johnson and Yeung, 2017a)

There are other variants in LSTM cells with small modifications to the gates, however,
the variants do not improve the models significantly over the standard LSTM cell
discussed above (Greff et al., 2017).
RNN cells can also be stacked layer by layer to achieve better feature learning and
accuracy as shown in figure 5.10.
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Figure 5. 10: Multi-Layer or Deep RNN
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5.2.2 Bi-Directional RNNs
If the gap in the sequence to be modelled is large, then predicting the signal becomes
difficult. Linguistic dependency is a common problem in speech recognition and Natural
Language Processing (NLP). For this, the RNN structure is modified to operate in both
directions, commonly called Bi-Directional RNN (BRNN) (Schuster and Paliwal, 1997)
(Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville, 2016). The gap in the sequence can be bridged by
both forward layer and backward layer RNNs together instead of one forward layer. This
is shown in figure 5.11.
Outputs

yt

yi-i

yi+\

Figure 5. 11: Bi-Directional RNN
(Graves, Jaitly and Mohamed, 2013)
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In figure 5.11, the nodes in the forward layer and backward layer with respect to each
time step will be in a single RNN cell. The RNN cell can be a standard RNN cell or an
LSTM cell. Deep Bi-Directional LSTM (DBLSTM) are commonly used in the case of
Deep RNN architecture. This is shown in figure 5.12.

Figure 5. 12: Deep Bi-Directional RNN with LSTM
(Graves, Jaitly and Mohamed, 2013)

5.2.3 Related Work

Deep Recurrent Neural Networks with LSTM are used for various applications which are
related to sequential pattern recognition. The sequence-to-sequence models for translation
(Sutskever, Vinyals and Le, 2014) and distant speech recognition (Ravanelli, 2017) make
use of RNNs. Some of the closely related applications which use Deep RNNs related to
this study are with human activity recognition from motion patterns (Neverova et al.,
2016), (Gadaleta and Rossi, 2016), (Inoue, Inoue and Nishida, 2016), (Zhao, Yang,
Chevalier and Gong, 2017b). Most of these applications use the accelerometer as a motion
sensing element.
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5.3 Convolutional Neural Networks
This section explains the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) by understanding the
concept of‘image perception’ by a machine and how features are learnt from an image.

5.3.1 Image Perception

The understanding of an image by the human brain seems an easy task. The way machines
interpret an image is by ‘Pixels’ (picture elements). Each pixel represents the value
obtained from the image sensor. Generally, the resolutions (Analog to Digital Converter
(ADC)) of the image sensor used in consumer electronic cameras are 8-bit, 16-bit, 32-bit,
64-bit etc. For simplicity, an 8-bit resolution image sensor is considered. Each pixel value
range for an 8-bit image sensor will be 0 to 255 (2^). This is illustrated in figure 5.13
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Figure 5. 13: Pixel Data of a 12x16 monochrome image
(Source: http: . openfnnueworks.cc ofBook chapters imaise process ini' computer vision.hlml)

Similarly, in the case of colour images (RGB), the information from the pixels is usually
represented as a combination of Red, Green and Blue channels ranging from 0 to 255 per
channel. So, a 250x250 pixels colour image comprises of (width) 250 x height (250) x
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(colour channels R, G, B) 3 which is 187500 numbers, with each pixel ranging from
values 0 to 255.
There are various factors which affect these pixel values like camera view position,
lighting, object orientation, occlusions, background noise, multiple objects (multi-class)
variation etc.
It is difficult to write a machine classifier for images because of the above factors.
However, some hard-coded attempts are made to detect edges, corners and orientations
of images like Haar classifier (Wilson and Fernandez, 2006) for face detection and HOG
classifiers (Tomasi, 2012) for pedestrian detection, but these classifiers are brittle and
work for Just one image class, which limits scalability when compared to state-of-the-art
deep neural network models.
The main aim of any classifier is to generalize by learning the features from examples
(Domingos, 2012). So, for classifying an image we need to train our classifier by
providing it with example images and evaluate its performance against unseen images.

5.3.2 Convolution over an imaue

As discussed in chapter 4 and in section 5.1, a typical neural network or deep neural
network gets trained by learning the features of the input data in the hidden layers. If the
input data consists of discrete points (example: accelerometer data) then it is easy to feed
the network at the input layer. In case of Image recognition, the network is designed to
learn from example images. The machine interpretation of images is in pixel format as
discussed (figure 5.13). Though pixel data is fed, it is quite challenging to learn the
features from the image as a whole and generalise (without any coded classifiers). A
relation must be drawn from the given pixel data to learn the features. The solution to this
problem is based on the experiments conducted by Hubei and Wiesel (Hubei and Wiesel,
1959) which conclude that different neurons respond to different features like edges and
corners. To identify features like edges and corners in an image, every pixel has to be
read and compared with the adjacent pixels (Viola and Jones, 2004). To do this, the input
layer (receptive field) of the network has to be modified to convolve spatially (reading
block by block or pixel by pixel) through the image pixels. This is illustrated in figure
5.14.
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Figure 5. 14: Receptive field or filter
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convolving over pixel data

The receptive field or filter acts as a weight parameter (matrix). Now, the output can be
written in common form as shown in equation 5.10

y

= W* X + b

(Eq. 5.10)

Where y - output of the convolution layer
X

= input image

W = Receptive Field
b = bias

In the case of a colour image, 1 extra dimension exists apart from the width and height of
the image, which is depth. If the input image is a colour image (default), the receptive
field should also be a 3-dimensional filter (width x height x depth). This is illustrated in
figure 5.15.
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activation map

32x32x3 image
5x5x3 filter

convolve (slide) over all
spatial locations

Figure 5. 15: creating an activation map by input and filter (receptive field)
(Li, Johnson and Yeung, 2017c)
In figure 5.15, an input image of volume 32x32x3 and a filter (receptive field) of volume
5x5x3 is considered. I’he activation map size depends on the Input image size, filter size,
stride and padding. The output size can be determined as shown below.
N

N-F+2(P)

,

.

output Size =------------- h 1
Where N = input size
F ^ filter size
5 = stride
P = padding
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(Eq. 5.11)

Therefore, the convoluted dot product of the input and the filter (with bias), as shown in
equation 5.10, produce an activation map of volume 28x28x1 (with stride =1 and padding
= 0). The number of activation maps produced depends on the number of filters used
{Wq,W^,W2 ....VTn) (each filter acts upon a different neuron which looks at the same
region to learn different features). The produced activation map(s) is/are used as an input
for the next convolution layer.and goes on forming a Convolutional Neural Network..
The computation cost will increase if the network is very deep. Often, to reduce the
computation cost, the spatial representation of the input or the activation maps is reduced
progressively (down sample). This is called ‘Pooling’. Pooling works similarly to
producing an activation map, but it preserves the depth. Commonly, max pooling is used
and it preserves at minimum 25% of the data from the previous layer (common setting F
= 3, S = 2 and F -2, S = 2). Finally, the output of the maxpool is connected to the Fully
Connected (FC) layer. The gradients during backpropagation in the convolution neural
network will also convolve backwards. Additional layers can be added to learn features
within the convolutional architecture shown in figure 5.16 by forming a Deep CNN.

Input

Conv +
Maxpool

Conv +
Maxpool

Conv +
Maxpool

Conv +
Maxpool

FC

FC

Output

Figure 5. 16: CNN Architecture
(Source: hups: Umanlsdaliisciencc.coDi appHed-deen-learniiin-purl—l-com'olulional-ueural-nenvorks5S4hc!34cIe2)
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5.3.3 Related Work

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are used for handwritten digit and character
recognition by Yann LeCun in 1998 (LeCun, Bottou, Bengio and Haffner, 1998b). A
decade later competitions like ‘IinageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge’
(ILSVRC) encouraged researchers to develop image recognition models. ‘Alexnet’
(Krizhevsky, Sutskever and Hinton, 2012b), ‘VGGNet’ (Simonyan and Zisserman,
2015), GoogLeNet (Szegedy et ak, 2015) and Microsoft’s ‘ResNet’ (He, Zhang, Ren and
Sun, 2016) showed outstanding results in recognizing images of 1000 categories with
error rates better than humans can achieve (Russakovsky et ak, 2015a). Today, CNNs are
used in social media (photo categorisation), mobiles and self-driving cars

5.4 Deep Learning Frameworks
So far, it has been understood that most machine learning (including neural networks)
computations are based on simple to complex mathematical calculations. In chapter 4,
from equation 4.18 and figure 4.23, it can be understood that updating parameters Why
error backpropagation with respect to the gradient requires simple yet many calculations.
Computing gradients from a loss function and searching for global minima to minimize
the loss function or error through optimisation techniques is an implementation overhead.
If the network is deep then complexity increases, making the prototyping of any proposed
idea a painstaking process.
For this problem and to enable rapid prototyping, a ‘basic’ level of abstraction is needed.
Mathematical abstraction lets us use the functions like ‘Lego’ building blocks instead of
coding everything from scratch. Fortunately, many libraries are openly available like
Scikit-Learn (Pedregosa et ak, 2011) for most of the classical machine learning
applications and some proprietary frameworks like MATLAB.
As deep neural networks gained popularity, most of the technology giants like Google,
Facebook, Microsoft and some well-reputed universities invested research expertise to
develop machine learning frameworks, especially for deep neural networks. Some of the
popular deep learning frameworks are Theano (Bergstra et ak, 2010), Torch (Collobert,
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Kavukcuoglu and Farabet, 2011), DistBelief (Dean et al., 2012), Caffe (Jia et al., 2013),
MXNet (Chen et al., 2015) and TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016). Of all in the last couple
of years, TensorFlow (from Google) has the most popularity in the developer community
as illustrated in figure 5.17.
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Figure 5. 17: Popularity of frameworks in the developer community
(Source: hup cleliprao.com archives 168)

Most of these frameworks aim for ease of use, scalability, flexibility, integration ability
with multiple GPUs and model deployment. Higher level abstraction frameworks like
Keras (Chollet, 2015) which work on top of the mentioned frameworks are also available
for rapid prototyping.
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5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has presented the advantages of using Deep Neural Networks. It also
explained RNNs and Deep RNNs for sequential pattern recognition. In addition, it also
explained CNNs for image recognition. The research on related work on both Deep RNNs
and Deep CNNs has motivated the author to solve the problems associated with suckling
prediction by adopting those architectures. Finally, the research on deep learning
frameworks helped in gaining an insight into the selection of the appropriate framework
which meets the hardware requirements and ease of implementation. In this study,
TensorFlow will be used to implement deep neural networks for classification tasks.
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Chapter 6
Motion Detection with Machine Learning
6.1 Introduction
In chapter 2, methods have been identified to predict calf suckling behaviour. The benefits
of predicting suckling event were also discussed. One of the methods discussed is by
classifying pre-suckling motion patterns. It was shown that there are unique patterns
which are observed (ground truth) before a calf commences suckling and during suckling.
These unique patterns are in relation to calf s head and neck movements. It has also been
discussed that classification methods of behavioural patterns for cows currently exists but
the calf s behaviour patterns, especially for classifying suckling behaviour to serve as an
aid for weaning does not exist. A brief review of artificial calfweaning strategies and the
rule of machine learning has been published prior to this work (Katamreddy, Riordan and
Doody, 2017) highlighting the research gap and the proposed use of machine learning
techniques for classifying suckling behaviour. The unique motion pattern is shown in
figure 6.1.

Figure 6. 1 : Unique pre-suckling head and neck movements of a calf
In this chapter, work is presented to verify the use of machine learning techniques for calf
suckling classification. This chapter explains the research and development process from
dataset collection to applying classical and modern state of the art maehine learning
techniques (deep neural network) to classify suckling behaviour. Observations and results
are discussed at the end of this chapter.
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6.2 Methodology
In chapter 2, the proposal for detecting suckling event and its benefits have been
explained. In this section, the proeedure to deteet ‘suckling behavioural’ patterns is
explained, including the various steps from gathering dataset to implementing machine
learning techniques. All the experiments in this study are earried out using open-source
libraries. Python (scripting language) has been used as the programming language.
Machine learning libraries and frameworks like Scikit-learn and TensorFlow have been
used respectively. The methodological structure adopted to carry out the experiments and
observing results is as follows;
1. Data acquisition
2. Data Analysis and Pre-processing
3. Apply Machine Learning Techniques
4. Analysis of results

6.3 Data Acquisition
The foremost step in earrying out experiments in supervised learning is to gather a
relevant dataset. In this study, to detect or predict suckling behaviour with respect to head
and neek movements, data sensitive to those movements is needed. Such data can be
eollected by applying any motion sensor with relevant sensitivity to an animal. The
sensors which measure external Inertial forces (acceleration and angular velocity) are
known as ‘Inertial Measurement Units (IMU). The justifieation for the ehoice of this type
sensor can be seen from Gait Analysis (Zijlstra, 2004) (Sabatini, Martelloni, Scapellato
and Cavallo, 2005) (Greene et al., 2010) (Doheny, Foran and Greene, 2010) (Bugane et
al., 2012), Fall deteetion (Nyan, Tay and Murugasu, 2008) (Bourke, O’Donovan and
OLaighin, 2008) (Bourke et al., 2010) (Mubashir, Shao and Seed, 2013), estimation of
displacement (Skog, Nilsson and Handel, 2010) (Yadav and Bleakley, 2011), orientation
estimation (Madgwick, Harrison and Vaidyanathan, 2011) and cow behaviours
classifieation (Kuankid, Rattanawong and Aurasopon, 2014) (Bishop-Hurley et al..
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2014). The dataset for this study has been provided by an industrial partner, ‘KL Tech
Weaner’. The IMU used to collect data is a combined low noise, wide range tri-axial
accelerometer and a gyroscope from ‘Shimmer’ (Shimmer, 2016).
An accelerometer is a device used to measure the acceleration with respect to the axes X,
Y, Z in metersfs^. A Gyroscope measures the angular velocity of a body
in degrees/second. The accelerometer and gyroscope are miniaturised (MEMS)
embedded devices and sense the external forces with respect to a calibrated initial point
as a reference and outputs the sensed force in terms of voltage. These voltage levels
represent m/s^(for accelerometer) and degjs (for gyroscope). The process of measuring
acceleration is illustrated in figure 6.2.

Figure 6. 2: Measuring acceleration with respect to X, Y, Z axes
(Shimmer, 2016)
The measured values can be stored in an inbuilt SD card or can be transmitted via a
Bluetooth data connection. The whole circuit is enclosed in a box with an inbuilt battery
pack.

Figure 6. 3: IMU (Accelerometers + Gyroscope)
(Source adaptedfrom http sliiminersensiiuicoin products protoi-deluxe-expansion-hoarduhnvnloadtah)
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The device shown in figure 6.3 has dimensions 51 mm X 34mm X 14mm, containing two
inbuilt accelerometers, one for low noise, one for a wide range and one gyroscope. The
details of range and sensitivity from the product datasheet (Shimmer, 2016) are as
follows:
Low Noise Accelerometer
■

Full-scale range: ±2.0g

■

Sensitivity: 600 mV/g

■

Zero-output: 1.5 V (analog)

Wide Range Accelerometer
■

Full-scale range: ±2.0g, ±4.0g, ±8.0g

■

Resolution: 16 bit

■

Sensitivity (LSB/g): 1000 (±2.0g), 500 (±4.0g), 250 (±8.0g)

Gyroscope
■

Full-scale range (deg/sec): ±250 ,±500 , ±1000

■

Resolution: 16 bit

■

Sensitivity (LSB/(deg/sec)): 131 (±250), 65.5 (±500), 32.8 (±1000)

A sampling rate of 128 Hz is chosen to be optimal to cover the duration of the suckling
event without any data loss and eliminating excessive processor load on the training
machine. The output of the sensor has 9 measurements (X, Y, Z from a low noise
accelerometer) (X, Y, Z from a wide range accelerometer) (X, Y, Z from a gyroscope)
and an associated timestamp. The device shown in figure 6.2 is integrated into a calf collar
as shown in figure 6.4.

Figure 6. 4: IMU Installation to the calFs collar
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The integration of the Sensor-collar and placement around the calf s neck was undertaken
by ‘KL Tech Weaner’. The Shimmer sensor unit was placed under the neck of the calf.
This position was determined by KL Tech Weaner by trial and error, checking different
possible positions around the calf s neck (side and top) and examining the resultant data.
The collar is fixed to a calf s neck without any slippage. For initial observations, Friesian
and Rotbunt (breeds) of 6 months old calves are selected. The calf with IMU installed
collar is shown in figure 6.5

Figure 6. 5: IMU installed collar attached to a calfs neck

The dataset is comprised of timestamped IMU output data and reference recorded
timestamped video. The timestamp on the video record and IMU’s timestamp is then
aligned, which allows the manual logging of one more Boolean parameter, ‘suckling’, by
manual observations of suckling event with respect the timestamp in the collected data
file. Any accidental offset is corrected by referring to the video record. In this way,
multiple instances of suckling events were logged. The length of each data collection
period varied from 15 to 20 minutes which covered three sub-events; commencement of
pre-suckling, suckling and post-suckling. The number of data points (from 2
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accelerometers and 1 gyroscope) varies from 115000 to 145000 depending on the
duration of the suckling. The number of data points per second is 1152 (sampling
frequency 128 Hz with 9 outputs). A sample of the dataset is shown in table 6.1

I'nix

LN_\

LN_Z

\\R_X

VVR_\

WR_Z

GR_X

GR_V

GR_Z

Suckling

Timestamp
(yyyy/mni/dd
hh;mm;ss.0U0)
34 44 5

3 445783

-9 45783

-2 59036

3 050602

-9 33494

-2 38795

-6 20879

-5 46703

-4 01099

0

34 44 5

4 13253

-9 36145

-2 83133

4 091566

-9 33494

-2 61928

-10 522

-5 10989

2 087912

0

34 44 5

4 240964

-9 26506

-2 84337

4 361446

-9,29639

-2 77349

-12 7747

-5 13736

7 967033

0

34 44 5

4 024096

-9 21687

-2 44578

4 515663

-9 14217

-2 69639

-14 3407

-6 4011

11 81319

0

34 44 5

3 614458

-9 3253

-1 92771

4 361446

-9 10361

-2 42651

-15 5769

-7.74725

14 50549

0

34 44 5

3 048193

-9 83133

-1 72289

3 860241

-9 4506

-2.00241

-19 3407

-10 3571

15 96154

1

34 44 5

2 385542

-10 1687

-1 87952

3 590361

-9 68193

-1 9253

-20 8791

-11 0165

15 3022

1

34 44 5

1 698795

-10 253

-2 45783

2 626506

-9 99036

-2 L5663

-20 4396

-10 1923

13 43407

1

34 44 5

1 240964

-10 3012

-3 27711

2 318072

-10 0675

-2 50361

-17 0604

-7 63736

11 95055

1

34 44 5

0 975904

-102771

-3 90361

1 701205

-10 1446

-3 46747

-12 4725

-4 50549

1 1 26374

1

Table 6. 1: Sample IMU data with a timestamp and ‘suckling’ event column
Where LN_X = Low noise accelerometer output in the X direction, similarly Y and Z
WR_X = Wide Range accelerometer output in the X direction, similarly Y and Z
GR_X = Gyroscope output in the X direction, similarly Y and Z
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6.4 Data analysis and pre-processing
As discussed in chapter 3, pre-processing of data is an important phase and is a timeconsuming operation. To pre-process the data there should be provision to visualise the
data to observe any outliers. ‘Matplotlib’ (plotting library for python) has been used to
visualize the data (Hunter, 2007).

Calf suckling event with respect to Gyroscope data

Time (V VV V :mm:dd HH:\1M:SS)

Figure 6. 6: IMU output from accelerometers (LN & WR) and gyroscope
Care is taken to consider suspected points as outliers by analysing if those points are
caused by noise/interference or occurred as a part of the pattern. Data is carefully
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formatted to skip the data headers in the provided excel files, formatted to UNIX date
formats and then normalised. Each feature (total 9 features) is carefully separated and
stored in an array for the training process. The labels are encoded into ‘one hot encoding’
style with respect to input features.

6.5 Experiments - Applying Machine Learning
Techniques
Experiments in this section are carried out in two ways. Firstly, classical machine learning
algorithms are applied (trained) to detect the pre-suckling action. Secondly, deep neural
networks are used.
A total of 30 events were logged at different times and days from the Friesian, and
Rotbunt calves of 6 months old. This logged data consists of pre-suckling, suckling and
post-suckling as shown in figure 6.6. The size of the file (number of rows) depends on
the duration of the suckling event. The data has been pre-processed and logged in
‘Comma Separated Values’ (CSV) format files. Each file has outputs from the IMU (total
9 outputs columns), a Boolean label (1 - suckling, 0 - not suckling) and the timestamp as
shown in table 6.1. The final dataset for training has been built by including only pre
suckling of 5 seconds duration each (5760 data points). During training, the input features
are fed from the 5^'^ second and an associated label (will suckle or will not suckle). With
this, the model must compare the data points of every second with the previous data points
of 4 seconds duration and predict the action and then slides to the next second (sliding
window = 1 second). Therefore, the model detects this pre-suckling pattern and predicts
suckling prior the actual commencement (before the calf latches to the cow’s udder). For
simplicity, model’s performance has been expressed in terms of accuracy. Co-relating the
model’s output with the actual output is simpler in terms of accuracy.

6.5.1 Applying Classical Machine Eearning Algorithms
For binary classification as discussed in chapter 3, classical machine learning algorithms
like KNN or SVM can be used. In this chapter, predicting the suckling action can be
treated as a binary classification which classifies either the calf is about to suckle or is not
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about to suckle depending on the accelerometer data which is gathered and pre-processed
as described in section 6.3 and 6.4 respectively.

6.5.1.1 K-Ncarest Nei^i^hhor.s (KNN)

As discussed in chapter 3, KNN is a simple machine learning algorithm to classify
unknown point depending on the measure of Euclidean distances with respect to its
neighbours (data points). In this experiment, KNN is chosen because it is proved to be a
suitable algorithm for binary classification tasks, which can be quickly implemented. The
proven related work (Kaghyan and Sarukhanyan, 2012), (Vitola, Pozo, Tibaduiza and
Anaya, 2017), (Martin et al., 2017) is another reason to choose KNN for investigation.
To implement KNN, the Scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011) has been used with
Python (scripting language). The important parameters for implementing KNN are the
number of neighbours, the weights of the neighbours, the distance metric (Manhattan or
Euclidean distance) and the number of jobs (to run parallel in available CPU cores).
The system used in the implementation and training of the KNN is an Intel® Core'’"'^ - i76700 HQ Octa-core CPU @2.6 GHz with Python 3.5 and the Scikit-learn vO.19.1 library.
The features (IMU output) and labels (1- suckling, 0 - not suckling) are separated into
individual arrays. Each data point represents a 9-dimensional space (from the IMU). The
training and testing splits (out sample) is chosen to be 85% and 15% (unseen data)
respectively by random shuffling and then cross-validated for accuracy. For simplicity
and comparison purposes the distance metric is chosen as Euclidean distance, the weights
of the neighbours are treated as being equal without any bias and the number of Jobs is
set to use all CPU cores. Binary classification is of two classes, therefore, to avoid a tie
or split vote, an odd K value is chosen (K value and class voting are discussed in chapter
3). To evaluate the prediction, the model is fed with unseen data (features) without labels.
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Results
The model is cross-validated with test data (code in Appendix A.l) and the residts are
presented in the below table 6.2.

Number of
neighbours (K)
3
5
7
9
11
15

Model Train
Aecuraey
94.55%
93.40%
92.36%
92.00%
91.46%
91.03%

Model Test
Accuracy
92.85%.
91.47%)
91.36%
91.00%
90.87%
90.58%

Table 6. 2: KNN algorithm model accuracy
As can be seen from the above table 6.2, the model accuracy decreases when the K value
increases and is best when the K value is 3. The computation cost will also be greater
with higher K values. The confusion matrix describes the scores of predicted labels versus
true label and it is useful to determine the classification accuracy. The confusion matrix
of suckling versus not suckling for K = 3 is shown in figure 6.7.
Normalized confusion matrix
|0 9

0.8
will suckle

0.7
0.6
05

will not suckle

0.2

Predicted label

Figure 6. 7: KNN Confusion matrix; suckle Vs not suckle
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Classification with respect to Euclidean distance achieved a test accuracy of 92.85%. In
higher dimensional data like this, to fine tune the model, some extra hyperparameters are
required. These extra hyperparameters give the flexibility to tune the model to reach the
acceptable criterion in multiple ways. Support vector machines, discussed in chapter 3,
provide the extra hyperparameters which are suitable for this type of dataset (binary
classification). Therefore, SVMs are investigated to check if any performance gain can
be achieved.

6.5.1.2 Support Vector Mochines (SVM)

As discussed in chapter 3, SVMs support higher dimensions, binary and multi-class
classification. SVMs are also used for non-linear classification, for which kernels must
be used. Scikit-learn library has got four inbuilt kernels; linear, polynomial. Radial Basis
Function (RBF) and sigmoid. There is also an option to use custom kernels. Compared to
KNN, SVMs have more variable parameters to optimise. Apart from usability, the related
work has been shown that SVM show superior results than (Xie and Pan, 2014) and SVMs
are also used for activity recognition (Zhao et al., 2013). Therefore, the use of SVM is
investigated for the prediction of suckling behaviour.
Suckling behaviour is a non-linear binary classification task. To implement SVM for non
linear binary classification, ‘Support Vector Classifier’ (SVC) is used from the scikitlearn library. The parameters for a non-linear SVC are C (for regularisation), kernel,
gamma value and decision function shape (one-vs-one or one-vs-rest).
A system similar to KNN is considered here with training, validation and test set split.
The data is scaled, shuffled and the feature set and labels are separated. For simplicity,
decision function shape is set to one-vs-rest (OVR), kernel to radial basis function and
unchanged for the experimental trials. The C and Gamma parameters are varied to check
the model’s accuracy as they are important in evaluating the decision function boundary
and the influence of a single sample respectively.
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Results
A number of SVMs are created and trained with varying values for the C and Gamma
parameters (code in Appendix A.2). It is found from the trials conducted that the model’s
accuracy is best when C = 1 and Gamma = 0.05. The cross-validated model’s accuracy
is shown in table 6.3.

c

Gamma

1
1
1
1
1
0.1
0.5
0.8
0.8
0.9

0.11
0.7
0.10
0.05
0.01
0.7
0.5
0.05
0.09
0.05

Model Train
Accuracy
94.46%
90.13%
93.77%
95.19%
94.50%
84.97%
89.14%
94.18%
94.13%
94.92%

Model Test
Accuracy
92.59%
88.88%
92.61%
93.10%
92.60%
82.17%
87.64%
92.55%
92.43%
92.81%

Table 6. 3: SVM algorithm model accuracy
The confusion matrix repre.senting classification accuracy between the predicted label
and true label with C = I and Gamma = 0.05 is shown in figure 6.8
Normalised confusion matrix

Mil not suckle

Predicted label

Figure 6. 8 : SVM Confusion matrix; suckle Vs not suckle
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From the above results, it is clear that detection and prediction can be achieved with
classical machine learning algorithms. SVM is comparatively better than KNN in terms
of accuracy but, KNN is well suited to the application because of its low complexity. The
model selection here is a trade-off between accuracy and complexity. The
hyperparameters C and Gamma gave the flexibility of tuning to achieve a better result.
From chapter 4, it is noted that to improve the learning. Artificial Neural Networks are
considered better. So, to check the possibility of further improvement in the test accuracy,
Artificial Neural Networks are implemented.

6.5.2 Applying Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
In chapter 4, it is noted that Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) can perform better non
linear classification tasks than classical machine learning algorithm. Different types of
architectures like feedforward, recursive and feedback networks are discussed. The
importance of deep neural networks and their significance was also discussed. As
detecting and predicting calf suckling behaviour is a non-linear classification task,
shallow and deep neural network architectures are investigated to classify the behavioural
(suckling) patterns.

6.5.2.1 Shallow’ .4,NNs for suckling heliavioiir classificalion

Motivation
As discussed in chapter 4, Multi-layer perceptron was developed after the failure of the
perceptron to solve non-linear problems. This has motivated this investigation of the use
of shallow neural networks to classify calf pre-suckling motion.
Implementation
The experiment was carried out by selecting the architecture suitable for the dataset and
number of classes to predict. The initial parameters were chosen with a grid search to get
the baseline results. To get the baseline readings network architecture’s number of hidden
layer neurons has been varied. Initially the architecture was designed to be 9 input, 1
output with two hidden layers each containing 50 nodes. The observed accuracy hardly
reached 40%. Later, the number of nodes in the hidden layers has been modified to
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contain 100 in each hidden layer. It was observed that increase in the number of hidden
layers showed a drop-in accuracy with nodes being 100. The number of nodes has been
increased to check whether the network performs well by learning the features. The
network significantly performed well up to 300 nodes started to decline with a further
increase in the number of nodes. Therefore, 2 hidden layers with 300 nodes each have
been finalised. The weights and biases are initialised with random normal values (0 to 1).
Batch size has been set to 640 (5 seconds data; 5*128). The softmax loss function is used
with different optimisers (with learning rate 0.001). The number of epochs was finalised
as 500 because there was no improvement in accuracy observed after 500 epochs for the
selected hyperparameters. TanH and ReLU activations are used for comparison.
The system used for training and evaluation is an Intel® Core^'^ - i7-6700HQ Octa-core
CPU @ 2.6 GHz CPU, Nvidia® GeForce GTX 4GB Graphics Card with 640 CUDA
cores. The language used to pipeline the training and evaluation is Python 3.5. The deep
learning framework used was TensorFlow'^''^ (version 1.1.0).
Results
The Training, validation and Test split is 70% Training set, 15% validation and 15%
testing set, from a total of 584335 rows with 9 columns (total 529015 data points).
Model

Activation

Learning

Training

Optimiser

Number

Training

Test

Function

Rate

epochs

used

of

accuracy

Accuracy

hidden

in %

in %

layers
1

TanH

0.001

500

Adam

2

76.94

53.16

2

ReLU

0.001

500

Gradient

2

78.66

57.69

2

79.01

61.35

Descent
3

ReLU

0.001

500

Adam

Table 6. 4: Shallow neural network suckling classification
From the results shown in table 6.4, it has been observed that shallow neural networks for
predicting suckling behaviour classification did not perform well (performance drop)
when compared to classical machine learning algorithms. It has been observed that the
features of pre-suckling event are not learnt well when compared to KNN and SVM’s
performance. From chapter 5, it is understood that this problem can be solved by using
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the deep neural network. So, to investigate the performance gain in predicting the suckling
action, a deep neural network is implemented.

6.5.2.2 Deep RNNs with Standard LSTAf eells for siiekling behaviour elassifteat ion

Motivation
The prime motivation to choose deep recurrent neural architecture is because of the
capability and potency of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) in sequence generation
models. Deep recurrent neural networks have been extensively used in sequence tagging
(Huang, Xu and Yu, 2015), speech recognition (Graves, Mohamed and Hinton, 2013),
speech translation (Wu et al., 2016a) and natural language processing (NLP). The average
speech signal frequency range is 80 to 180 Hz for an adult male and 165 to 255 Hz for an
adult female (Titze and Martin, 1998) (Baken and Orlikoff, 2000). The sampling
frequency of the IMU used for detecting suckling behaviour is 128 Hz (section 6.3).
Therefore, an analogy can be made as the IMU falls in the speech signal range and it is
believed that using deep recurrent neural networks will solve the problem of detecting
and predicting suckling behaviour.
The second motive to choose deep RNN is because of the nature of the data (sequential)
and it is believed to be a more natural way of predicting by taking previous signal inputs.
Finally, it is noted that shallow neural networks have not performed well to classify
suckling behaviour.
Imnlementation
In chapter 5, the advantages of LSTM cells and research related to deep RNNs had
encouraged the development of deep RNNs with LSTM cells for calf suckling behaviour
classification. The architecture followed was ‘many-to-one’ because of multiple inputs (9
input features from IMU). As it is a binary classification, the output represents a Boolean
value (0 - will not suckle, 1 - will suckle). The architecture is shown in figure 6.9.
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Figure 6. 9: Deep RNN with standard LSTM Cells
From figure 6.9, the inputs (X’s) are the 9 features from the IMU (IMU output features 2
accelerometers (LN, WR) and 1 gyroscope). The green blocks represent standard LSTM
cells which are set to be 32 (all 32 blocks not shown). The loss function used is a Softmax
with L2 regulariser. The output (Y) represents a Binary class (0 - will not suckle, 1 - will
suckle).
A regulariser, as discussed in section (4.6.2), adds a penalty to the model’s complexity to
avoid overfitting. There are two types of Regularisers called ‘LI’ and ‘L2’. The
difference between these two regularisers depends on the penalty term.
From Eq.4.23

Lim =

inXi,W),yi) +\IR(W)

R{W)forLl=Zi=i\Wi\

R(H^)for L2 = 2;"=i
Selection of LI and L2 depends on the application type and sparsity in the model. L2 is
generally considered a better regulariser for classification problems with less sparse data
(Goodfellow, Bengio and Courville, 2016). Therefore, L2 is selected for this experiment.
The selection of other hyperparameters has been achieved using ‘Hyperopt’ (Bergstra et
al., 2015). Hyperopt is a python library which gives the optimal parametric values once a
search space is defined. This helps in reducing the training time (reduce trial and error
observations) for getting baseline results. From Hyperopt, the lambda loss is selected as
0.0015, batch size 1152 (to match the shape of the tensor). The calculated mean for the
training data is -2.209 with standard deviation 11.457.
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The comparison of other hyperparameters like learning rate, non-linear activation
functions, optimisers, and a number of training epochs are evaluated by trial and error.
The baseline results are analysed and better performing models are fine-tuned in the next
stage.
The system used for training and evaluation is an Intel® Core'^'^ - i7-6700flQ Octa-core
CPU @ 2.6 GHz CPU, Nvidia® GeForce GTX 4GB Graphics Card with 640 CUDA
cores. The language used to pipeline the training and evaluation is Python 3.5. The deep
learning framework used was TensorFlow^'^’ (version 1.1.0).
Results
The Training, validation and Test split is similar to the experiments with KNN and SVM
which is 70% Training set, 15% validation and 15% testing set, from a total of 584335
rows with 9 columns (total 529015 data points).
Model

Activation

Learning

Training

Optimiser

Training

Test

Function

Rate

epochs

used

accuracy

Accuracy

in %

in %

1

TanH

0.0001

500

Adam

95.48

91.08

2

TanH

0.0001

500

Adam

96.95

89.43

3

TanH

0.0001

500

Adam

86.89

84.19

4

ReLU

0.0001

500

Adam

95.97

87.11

5

ReLU

0.0001

500

RMSProp

94.25

87.61

6

ReLU

0.0001

500

Gradient

78.36

77.39

Descent
7

ReLU

0.0001

500

Momentum

73.43

64.71

8

ReLU

0.0001

500

Nesterov

75.14

68.18

Momentum
9

TanH

0.0001

500

RMSProp

93.11

89.10

10

TanH

0.0001

500

Adam

91.88

87.47

11

ELU

0.0001

500

Adam

95.06

89.50

12

CReLU

0.0001

500

Adam

95.96

90.03

Table 6. 5: Deep RNN with standard LSTM model baseline readings
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In the results shown in table 6.5, the baseline readings have been noted with the mentioned
hyperparameters and two models (model 3 and model 6) were identified which performed
better without overfitting (highlighted). It has been observed that the accuracy kept
increasing slowly and loss kept diminishing from the two models. Taking these conditions
into consideration, the learning rate and number of epochs are changed to further check
the learning behaviour. Interestingly, model 6 from the above results has outperformed
model 3 in test accuracy (code in Appendix A.3). These results are shown in table 6.6.

Model

Activation

Learnine

Training

Optimiser

Training

Test

Function

Rate

epochs

used

accuracy

Accuracy

in %

in %

3

TanH

0.001

1000

Adam

93.11

88.02

6

ReLU

0.001

1000

Gradient

90.01

88.10

Descent

Table 6. 6: Deep RNN with standard LSTM model fine-tuned
Training

Train loss
Train accuracy
Test loss
Test accuracy

Train loss
Train accuracy
Test loss
Test accuracy

Ji J.

300

400
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800

1000
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600

Epochs

Epochs

Model 3

Model 6

Figure 6. 10 : Deep RNN with standard LSTM Cells
The learning progress and evaluation of these models are shown in figure 6.10. The xaxis represents the number of epochs and Y-axis represent accuracy and loss. The
maximum limit of accuracy on the y-axis accuracy is 1.0 (representing 100%). It is
observed that model 6 performs better in terms of avoiding overfitting than model 3. The
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accuracy and loss in models maintain a near steady state from 600 epochs. This shows
that these models stop learning significantly after this point with the chosen
hyperparameters. Though the Deep RNNs performanee is slightly lower than the classical
machine learning algorithms, it shows a significant increase in test accuracy when
compared to the shallow neural network. Model 6 is considered as the final model for
classifying the suckling behaviour with Deep RNNs.

6.5.2.3 Deep Residual Bi-direeliomil RNNs with LSTM
Motivation
Apart from the discussion on advantages of bi-directional RNNs in chapter 5, Google’s
Neural Machine Translation model (GNMT) (Wu et al., 2016b) and Microsoft’s Deep
Residual Learning Research (He et al., 2016) also gave encouragement to adopt this
architecture. The purpose of using residual connections is to ease optimization by
bypassing some layers. These are called ‘highways’. This is helpful in training deeper
networks (He et al., 2016). The residual connection block is shown in figure 6.11.

Figure 6. 11 : Residual connection block
(He et al., 2016)
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Figure 6. 12: Deep Bi-directional RNN with LSTM Cells
(Wuetal., 2016b)
The architecture is a combination of residual connections and deep bi-directional RNN
shown in figure 6.12. Bi-directional RNNs are mostly used in text classifications and
translations (Cao, Song and Hu, 2017) and the related work was done by (Zhao et al.,
2017b). The state-of-the-art performance of GNMT had motivated this investigation into
whether any performance can be gained compared to the previously implemented Deep
RNNs with standard LSTMs.

Implementation
The architecture followed is a combination of deep bi-directional RNNs (figure 6.12) and
residual connection blocks (figure 6.1 1) stacked up to 3 layers. To compare the
performance of deep RNNs (6.5.2.2) and deep residual bi-directional RNNs, the
parameters are set similar to the deep RNNs developed with some additional parameters
also included to support the residual connections. Due to the complex architecture and
'out of memory' issues encounter, the batch size has been set to 100. Dropout is a
regularisation technique in addition to LI and L2 regularisation techniques (Srivastava et
al., 2014). Dropout is applied in between each layer in place of a final output layer.
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Dropout resets (to 0) the output from the hidden layer when it reaches a pre-defined
probability in every training epoch.
Initialising correct parameters for deep neural networks is difficult. As discussed in some
of the optimisation techniques, adaptive learning rates are used to achieve faster
convergence. The batch normalisation can be considered an optimisation technique
commonly used when a data sequence is divided into mini-batches. The idea behind batch
normalisation is to normalize each mini-batch which is like pre-processing each mini
batch instead of pre-processing on the whole batch. This can overcome bad initialisations
and sometimes it replaces dropout functionality (Srivastava et al., 2014).
Apart from batch size, dropout and batch normalisation, all parameters like number of
hidden units, loss function, regulariser and system to run the experiment are similar to the
experiment in section 6.5.2.2.

Results
The Training and Test split is as experiment 1 (section 6.5.2.2), 70% Training set, 15%
validation and 15% Testing set. fhe results comparison is slightly different from
experiment 1. The activation function used is ReLU as it is quicker for larger networks
and also adopted from deep residual networks (He et al., 2016). From the previous
experiment, it has been noted that the Adam and Gradient Decent optimisers competed in
test accuracy. Therefore, these two optimisers are considered for this experiment (code in
Appendix A.4). The comparison is made by considering the number of stacked layers and
the number of residual highways.
Highways

Learning

Lambda

Optimiser

Training

Test

X

Rate

loss

used

Accuracy

Accuracy

In %

in %

86.62

88.41

89.31

90.61

Stacked
layers
0x3

0.001

0.005

Gradient
Descent

1x3

0.001

0.005

Gradient
Descent
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2x3

0.001

Gradient

0.005

90.98

91.68

88.13

89.50

Descent
3x3

0.001

0.005

Gradient
Descent

0x3

0.001

0.005

Adam

87.34

94.11

1x3

0.001

0.005

Adam

90.23

93.11

2x3

0.001

0.005

Adam

92.78

94.78

3x3

0.001

0.005

Adam

91.23

94.00

Table 6. 7: Deep Residual Bi-directional RNN with LSTM

From the above results, it is observed that the 2x3 architecture (2 residual highways and
3 stacked layers) is best suited and achieves an accuracy of 94.78%. The Gradient Descent
optimiser which was hoped to do well based on the previous experiment (Deep RNN with
standard LSTM Cells) had achieved 93.11% which was slightly less when compared to
Adam. The performance was also expected to do well with 3 highways and 3 stacked
layers but, 2 residual highways with 3 stacked layers outperformed 3x3 architecture. The
performance drop in the 3x3 architecture is due to over processing which leads to a slight
co-relation error. Therefore, the 2x3 architecture with validated parameters is the final
model for predicting suckling behaviour.
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6.6 Analysis and Conclusions
Calf Suckling behaviour prediction
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Figure 6. 13: Overall experimental results for calf suckling prediction

From the results, it has been noted that the suckling behaviour can be detected and
predicted with Motion sensitive data by trained machine learning models.
Both classical and deep neural models performed well. It has to be noted that the results
obtained from the combination of parameters are not exhaustive. It is also observed that
classical machine learning models are quite simple to implement compared to the
complex deep neural network.
There is always a trade-off between complexity and accuracy. The deep residual bi
directional RNN model has achieved 94.78% test accuracy whereas SVM test accuracy
is 93.10%.
However, it is worth implementing deep neural network as it is a more natural way
(feeding the data sequentially) of predicting the suckling action and the trained model can
be easily pickled (frozen model) into an embedded device for real-time predictions.
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Chapter 7
Udder Detection with Deep Neural
Networks
7.1 Introduction
In chapter 2, methods have been identified to detect calf suckling behaviour. The benefits
of predicting suckling event were also discussed. One of the prediction methods discussed
is by detecting the presence of the cow udder in proximity to the calf using a vision-based
system. This chapter explains the process of predicting calf suckling commencement
events by detecting a cow udder using deep neural network-based vision system. This is
proposed as an alternate method, independent of the motion sensing method described in
chapter 6. It is believed that a trained deep neural network is capable of detecting the
udder more naturally. The proposed method is to train a deep neural network which can
detect an udder from vision data and also generates a confidence level (in percentage) of
this detection. The principle here is that the confidence level increases if the distance
between the observer and the object decreases. The process of predicting the suckling
event depends on the confidence level of the model which detects an udder. Once the
model reaches a pre-defmed threshold, then it triggers an output indicating suckling event
commencement. Here the observer will be a pin-hole camera (CMOS image sensor)
installed in a calf collar and aligned properly to cover a 180° Field of View (FOV) to the
front of the calf s body. The object is a cow’s udder. The current state-of-the-art deep
neural network’s performance on image recognition (Russakovsky et al., 2015a) (Wu,
Zhong and Liu, 2017) and its natural way to detect images in real-time have motivated
this investigation of deep neural networks for detecting the udders with machine vision.
This chapter describes the process of image sensing, recognizing and classifying images.
This chapter also reviews the deep neural architectures for image recognition.
Methodology, Data acquisition, selection of deep neural network architecture and
pipeline followed to train the deep neural network are discussed. Finally, the observations
and results are discussed at the end of this chapter.
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12 Methodology
The main aim is to detect a cow’s udder, showing the detection confidence factor in real
time using a deep CNN model, which can be embedded in a portable device that fits in a
calf s collar.
In this section, the procedure to a detect cows udder is explained briefly. The procedure
involves various steps from gathering a dataset to implementing deep CNNs. All the
experiments in this study are carried out with open-source libraries, with the Python
scripting language. The Scikit-learn machine learning library and the TensorFlow
framework is used. The general methodological structure adopted to carry out the
experiments and observe the results is as follows;
1. Data Acquisition
2. Data pre-processing and labelling
3. Implementing Deep CNN
4. Analysis of results

7.3 Data Acquisition
The aim here is to train a deep convolutional neural network with example images.
Acquiring cow udder images for training is the first step. No existing image dataset
focussing exclusively on cow’s udders could be found. Therefore, for this experiment
images of cow’s udders were acquired by our technology partner. Rotbunt and Friesian
cows were selected to develop the image dataset. A mobile camera (Samsung S3) was
used to acquire the images, in a purely non-invasive manner, with care taken to properly
include all-natural lighting conditions (dawn, midday, dusk and night with warm white
lamp). Images were acquired from the side and behind the rear legs of standing cows. The
8-megapixel CMOS image sensor produced images of size 1080 x 1920 (1 to 2
megabytes). A total of 1000 udder images were acquired. A sample of the acquired
images is shown in figure 7.1.
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Figure 7. 1: Cow’s Udders sample
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7.4 Data pre-processing and labelling
Proper care was taken during the data acquisition phase to obtain ‘clean’ images (images
without blur). However, to feed these example images to the input of the neural network,
images were cropped and rescaled to 512 x 512 pixels. Care was taken while cropping
and rescaling images to avoid data loss and ensure the main features of interest were not
removed. All the image files were renamed sequentially to ease file management.
To visually observe the performance of a trained udder detection model, a sort of
representation is needed to identify where in the image the target is. For this, the udders
are labelled in the image by a bounding box. ‘Labelling’ software has been used to
manually draw a bounding box over the cow udder in the image. This is shown in figure
7.2.

Figure 7. 2 : Labelling cow udders for training
The bounding boxes data contain box coordinates and it is saved in an XML file (default
process by Labellimg software), which is again converted to CSV file (training pipeline).
A sample bounding boxes data is shown in table 7.1
fdename

width

height

class

Xmin

Ymin

Xmax

Ymax

udder 1 .jpg

512

512

cowudder

85

38

474

429

udderl0.jpg

512

512

cow_udder

80

18

370

288

udderl00.jpg

512

512

cowudder

30

6

262

160

120

udderl 01 .Jpg

512

512

cow_udder

141
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452

udderlOl .Jpg

512

512

cow_udder

260

157
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394

udderl 02.jpg

512

512

cowudder 90

1
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264

udderl 03.jpg

512

512

cow udder 248

8
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udderl 04.jpg

512

512

cow udder

124

34

475

449

udderl 05.jpg

512

512

cow_udder

21

9

234

220

Table 7. 1 : Sample data containing bounding boxes coordinates in a CSV file

7.5 Implementing Deep CNN
Apart from the CNN architecture showed in figure 5.16, there are various other modern
architectures developed by modifying and adding new layers. The goal of this experiment
is to identify cow’s udder in real-time and the model is selected to satisfy this goal. Some
models have been identified which can feasibly meet this goal and these model’s
performance is evaluated by pre-training them with the ‘Common Objects in Context’
(COCO) dataset. The COCO dataset is a collection of 80 object categories (common
objects like balls, pets, cars, toys etc.) (Lin et al., 2014). The pre-trained model’s
performance is evaluated in terms of latency (speed) versus mean average precision
(mAP). The comparison was already validated by TensorFlowT”^ (Abadi et al., 2016) and
the identified models performance is shown in table 7.2. All these models support
bounding boxes around the object of interest or mask objects of interest.

Speed
(ms)

COCO
mAPpi]

ssd_mobilenet vl coco

30

21

ssd_inception_v2 coco

42

24

faster_rc n n_i ncept i on_v 2coco

58

28

faster rcnn_resnet50_coco

89

30

rfcn_resnet 101 coco

92

30

faster rcnn resnellOl coco

106

32

Model name
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faster renn inception resnet v2 atrous_coco

620

37

faster renn nas

1833

43

mask rcnn_inception_resnet v2 atrous_coco

771

36

mask_rcnn_inception_v2coco

79

25

mask renn resnet 10 l atrous coco

470

33

mask renn resnet5() atrous coco

343

29

Table 7. 2 : CNN architectures comparison latency vs mAP
(Abadi et al., 2016)
To implement a real-time embedded model, the latency to detect objects should be
minimised, while maintaining a suitable level of accuracy. From the above table 7.2, the
lowest latency is 30 ms. To get clearer idea of which model to select as a trade-off between
latency and mAP, a comprehensive study has been carried out by (Huang et al., 2017)
which concludes SSD (Single Shot Multi Box Detector) meta-architecture (Liu et al.,
2016) with MobileNet feature extractor (Howard et al., 2017) is the fastest model with a
very slight drop in accuracy. The comparison is shown in figure 7.3.
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Figure 7. 3: Models comparison speed vs accuracy
(Huang et al., 2017)
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On this basis, the SSD Meta arehiteeture with MobileNet feature extraetor is seleeted for
udder deteetion.

7.5.1 SSD-MobileNet

The popular CNN arehiteetures listed in seetion 5.3.3 are used in high-quality image
reeognition ehallenges. To take this a step forward, modern arehiteetures try to loealise
the objeet within an image with a bounding box. Some of those modern arehiteetures are
Faster R-CNN (Ren, He, Girshiekand Sun, 2016), R-FCN (Dai, Li, He and Sun, 2016)
and Single Shot multi-box Deteetor (SSD) (Liu et al., 2016). These are ealled meta
arehiteetures as they use feature extraetors inspired from VGGNet (Simonyan and
Zisserman, 2015) or ResNet (He et al., 2016) or GoogLENet (Szegedy et al., 2015) as the
base network and modify by adding auxiliary structures to detect an object with a
bounding box. This is illustrated in figure 7.4.
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j

(a) SSD.

(b) Faster RCNN.

(c) R-FCN.

Figure 7. 4: Meta architectures comparison
(Huang et al., 2017)

Faster RCNN and R-FCN are out of the scope of this experiment as from the figure 7.3,
these meta-architectures latency is more than that of SSD and SSD is a lightweight model
compared to the Faster RCNN and R-FCN. SSD uses VGGNet as its feature extractor
(base network). To localise the image with a bounding box, the images are labelled by
drawing bounding boxes around an object. These labelled images with bounding boxes
are used as ground truth (GT) boxes. During training, the image along with the bounding
boxes are trained together. For each feature map or activation map, default boxes are
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evaluated for different categories. During prediction, both box shape (aspect ratio) and
confidence of the object are considered. So, in addition to softmax loss for the object, one
more loss factor is evaluated for the bounding boxes called ‘Smooth LI Loss’ (Ren et al.,
2016). The localisation of the target class with a bounding box is illustrated in figure 7.5.

(a) Image with GT boxes

Figure 7. 5: SSD with default boxes per class with box location and confidence
(Liu et al., 2016)
Extra Feature Layers

o

74.3mAP
59FPS

Figure 7. 6: SSD with VGG-16 as feature extractor
(Liu et al., 2016)

The SSD Architecture is shown in figure 7.6. The base network (VGG-16) has been
modified by adding extra feature layers for box predictions. These layers are
progressively down-sized and each layer is capable of making detections. This allows the
advantage of making predictions at multiple scales. This architecture has shown good
results when trained on different image datasets, performing 3 times faster than other
competing architectures (59 FPS for 300x300 resolution images) (Liu et al., 2016).
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Later in 2016, MobileNet was introduced by Google (Howard et al., 2017) with an aim
to run image recognition models on mobile devices. For this, the standard convolution is
divided into depth-wise separable convolutions and to 1x1 pointwise convolution.
Because of this, the computation cost is drastically reduced. This is shown in figure 7.7.
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—A' —
(a) Standard Convolution Filters

1
Df

Oh

— iU —
(b) Dcpthwise Convolutional Filters

Figure 7. 7 : MobileNet convolution filter strategy
(Howard et al., 2017)

Figure 7. 8: Standard convolution vs MobileNet convolution - performing batch
norm after every depth-wise and pointwise convolution
(Howard et al., 2017)
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The MobileNet architecture has 28 layers including depth-wise (dw) and pointwise
convolutions. This architecture shows similar accuracy to VGGNet and GoogLENet but
with 1/27^^ the computation time (Howard et al., 2017).
Therefore, MobileNet is used as a feature extractor for the SSD meta-architecture and
forms a composite model which is SSD-MobileNet.

7.5.2 Implementing SSD-MobileNet for udder detection

A suitable model has been identified for detecting udders in real-time which also provides
the confidence level of the detection. The aim here is to check the increase in confidence
level when the distance between the object and the observer decreases. This will inform
the suckling prediction process once the confidence level reaches a pre-defined value. To
train the model, a custom dataset has been built comprising of 1000 images of cows
udders which have been resized to 512x512 resolution (to match the model requirements),
manually boxed and labelled as shown in figure 7.2.
Most of the parameters for training are adopted by following recommendations from (Liu
et al., 2016), (Howard et al., 2017) and (Huang et al., 2017). The activation function used
was ReLU, the optimizer used was RMSProp with momentum 0.9. There are two loss
functions for calculating the loss of boxes and images, they are smooth LI and weighted
sigmoid respectively. The adaptive learning rate was set to 0.00004 (with decay factor
0.95 for every 8000 steps). L2 regularisation has been used. Batch size is customised to
match the system’s (computing machine) memory. The number of steps for training has
been selected depending on the mAP (evaluation of 300 test images).
The system used for training and evaluation is an Intel® Core'^’^ - i7-6700HQ Octa-core
CPU @ 2.6 GHz CPU, Nvidia® GeForce GTX 4GB Graphics Card with 640 CUDA
cores. The language used to pipeline the training and evaluation is Python 3.5. The deep
learning framework used was TensorFlow'^'^ (version 1.1.0).
All the XML files containing bounding boxes and aspect ratios are converted to CSV
files. The images and CSV files are carefully pipelined for the training phase.
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7.6 Results
TensorBoarcl (from TensorFlow) has been used for visualizing the training progress. The
total loss (box prediction + object class prediction) represent the misclassifications with
respect to the ground truth labels during training. This loss keeps reducing by updating
the weights in the network and reached 1.85 at 2000 steps. The model’s progress in terms
of loss is shown in figure 7.9.
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Figure 7. 9: Total loss (curve smoothed)
Another scale to measure the model’s image detection performance is by mean Average
Precision. The mean average precision (mAP) achieved for 300 test images is 0.99 at
15000 steps and maintained the same level with minuscule variations until 20000 steps.
The final mAP achieved is 0.9935 with 0.5 lOU (Intersection over Union). This shows
that the network has converged and no longer learns significantly beyond this point. This
is shown in figure 7.10.
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Figure 7. 10: mAP progress for 20000 steps
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The training took ~ 9 hours to complete 20000 steps. The trained model is evaluated with
300 test images (unseen data). The final model is frozen and ran to test in the real-world
scenario to check the predictions based on the distance. The threshold limit has been set
to 98%.
The result obtained is with bounding box over the object of interest and confidence level
with a class label. In figure 7.11 and 7.12, the model located the object of interest and the
object confidence. In figure 7.13, there are three udders in the image but, the model
detects the udders which are close to calf s collar camera. As the confidence level
threshold is set 98%, the detected udder with confidence level more than the threshold is
considered as the object of interest and this varies with the calf s movement towards the
udder.

Figure 7. 11: Udder Detection (a)
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cow udder: 99%

Figure 7. 12: Udder Detection (b)

Figure 7. 13: Udder Detection (c)
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Further Testing
To test the goal of the observer and object distance principle (discussed in section 7.1), a
video with 30 frames per second (fps) was recorded, in a manner to imitate a calfs
movement towards the cow’s udder. To imitate a more natural scenario, the camera was
shaken and rotated 90° axially right. It is observed that the confidence level increase when
the distance between the object (udder) and the observer (collar camera) decrease. Sample
screenshots are shown in figure 7.14 and 7.14 (code in Appendix B.l).

0«erting

Figure 7. 14: Confidence level test (a)
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Dctectrng

Figure 7. 15: Confidence level test (b)

7.7 Analysis and Conclusion
It has been observed that though understanding modern CNNs and implementing them is
a complex task, it is worth the effort to solve natural problems. CNNs have proved
excellent in learning the features and recognizing objects in image processing
applications.
It has been observed that the adapted SSD-MobileNet model achieved a test accuracy of
99.35% irrespective of the overexposed lighting conditions and normal daylight. The
model even did well when shaking and rotation was added to the image, presented as a
video stream. Choosing the right model which is a trade-off between accuracy and latency
by varying the parameters can be a difficult task. Surprisingly, the model detected other
breed (Holstein) cows udders as well with confidence level reaching over 98%. Therefore,
the developed model can generalise the udder features with Just 1000 example images.
Once trained and evaluated, the model can be frozen and can be embedded in a portable
collar size camera setup, which serves as an alternate method to predict suckling.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Research Summary
The primary aim of this research project has been to detect pre-suckling and predict
suckling behaviour in calves during a two-stage weaning process by evaluating the
potential use of machine learning techniques. It was hoped that a positive end result would
help our technology partner, allowing them to integrate the developed machine learning
model, along with their proprietary actuator technology, into the calf collar which would
deter calves from suckling. It is believed that this will speed up the two-stage weaning
process.
From the literature review in chapter 2, a brief understanding of the calf weaning
procedure, the stress involved in weaning (in both calf and cow) and the benefits of early
two-stage weaning were understood. In chapter 3, chapter 4 and chapter 5 an in-depth
understanding of machine learning and deep learning has been gained. Various methods
were explored to fulfil the research goals of this research project.
Two methods to predict suckling behaviour were identified; Motion and Visual pattern
recognition. The research has specifically explored and evaluated deep machine learning
models which may predict suckling behaviour more naturally than conventional machine
learning techniques. During analysis of the head and neck movements, it was believed
that the motion signals from the IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) are analogous to speech
signals, i.e., time-varying analogue signals within a similar frequency range. This helped
in selecting a state-of-the-art deep learning model which had been used for speech
recognition in the past. The literature review from chapter 4 and chapter 5 had helped in
understanding the deep learning architectures, loss functions, back propagation, different
types of optimisers and activation functions. The understanding of Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) helped to organise data sets (training, validation and test sets)
accordingly. The dataset for training and evaluations has been selected in 5 seconds prior
to the suckling action commencement. The selected model’s parameters were adjusted
using ‘Hyperopt’ which helped in selecting optimal parameters and reduced time by
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avoiding trial and error way of doing an experiment. Surprisingly, the deep residual bi
directional RNN model showed an accuracy of 94% in predicting the suckling action.
However, achieving this accuracy with a deep neural network is complex (in
implementation) when compared to conventional machine learning applications. It is
noted that conventional machine learning models are easy to implement but, it is worth
implementing a deep neural network as it enables the feed of the data sequentially in real
time and predicts more naturally.
Visual pattern recognition (machine vision perception) was considered as a second
method. From the literature review, it has been noted that deep learning models had
surpassed humans in classifying images with low error rate (Russakovsky et al., 2015a).
This gave the confidence to consider state-of-the-art Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) for cow udder detection. The model had attained an accuracy of 99.35 after
training on 1000 cow udder images. The evaluation was carried out by imitating a calf s
movement towards the cow’s udder and observing the confidence of the udder detection.
It was observed the confidence level increases when the distance between the observer
(calf) and object (cow’s udder) decreases. Irrespective of camera rotation and lighting
conditions (high exposure to minimum light conditions) the model managed to detect the
udder with a confidence level ranging from 60 to 98%.
The two trained models can be frozen. The frozen files contain the information regarding
the network weights and the file size varies from kilobytes to a few megabytes depending
on the size of the network. These frozen or inference graphs and can be completely
embeddable in a portable device. Today, ‘Neural Stick’ (neural network processing units)
like Movidius (Movidius, 2016) are available which enables deep learning models to be
easily deployed.
From the results obtained by the two-individual machine learning deployable models, it
can be concluded that this research project has been successful in using the machine
learning models in detecting pre-suckling patterns and predicting suckling in pre-weaned
calves.
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8.2 Research Contributions
The main objective of this research project has been successfully achieved. The motionsensitive data is crucial in analysing behaviour patterns not just in calves but in any
animal. Integrating state-of-the-art machine learning (deep learning) models to predict an
animal's behaviour is like combining two different fields to provide a solution. This can
be extended to other problems like monitoring a calf or cow’s health with deep learning
models. Udder detection with deep learning can be extended to other applications which
can be focussed on animal welfare by visual observation without any labour. It should
also be noted that the two individual methodologies can potentially be combined and
applied as a hybrid model.
A review paper has be'en published on the role of machine learning on artificial calf
weaning strategies (Katamreddy, Riordan and Doody, 2017). This project contributes a
significant amount of work to the research community by combining two different fields
(calf weaning and machine learning) the work presented in this thesis to detect and predict
suckling behaviour is adapted from state-of-the-art deep learning models in speech and
vision recognition systems. Development of these modern machine learning models has
paved a new method to solve problems in agriculture and dairy industry effectively.

8.3 Discussion
Both,.classical machine learning algorithms and deep neural networks are successful in
predicting the suckling action. The interesting part is that SVM had outperformed shallow
neural network and deep recurrent neural network with standard LSTM cells. This show
a potential to implement SVM for higher dimensional classifications tasks. However, the
Deep Bi-directional RNN is bulky compared to the lightweight SVM, it is worth
implementing because this can be scaled up to higher dimensional classification tasks
with a better accuracy (He et al., 2015b) (Hakkani-Tur et al., 2016).
The models developed for both motion and udder detection have been successful in
predicting suckling events. A significant amount of work has been done in exploring and
testing the various model’s complexity to suit the requirements of the project to solve the
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problem. It has been understood that the selection of optimisers and fine-tuning the
hyperparameters have had a significant positive effect on the model’s performance.

8.4 Recommendations for Further Research
From the motion pattern recognition model, it is hoped that with exhaustive combinations
of parameters and observations, the accuracy may be improved. At this stage, the research
can be extended to hybridize the models by complimenting each sense (motion and
vision) and improve the overall prediction accuracy by combining two data streams. A
fair amount of research effort is needed to identify the suitable framework, optimal
parameters for the hybrid model as the training will be computationally expensive. It is
possible to make the models lighter and more efficient by changing the architecture from
the very fundamental blocks if the classification is application specific. This could help
in advancing this prediction model to operate at 120 frames per second (visual model),
while current state-of-the-art models are limited to 59 frames per second. This approach
may also eliminate the need to resize or rescaling of the image.
From the observations made in visual perception model (udder detection), it is believed
that with good resolution image training, diseases like mastitis or udder related diseases
can be visually recognised. An enterprise-level model can be built by acquiring images
from the camera and motion sensor embedded in calf collar. These images and motion
data are analysed and trained in the cloud and can be deployed by ‘Over the Air’ (OTA)
updates. This enables the machine learning model to constantly learn, adapt and update.
Currently, research is in progress on human speech emotion recognition (Huang and
Narayanan, 2017) (Zhang, Chen, Li and Wang, 2017) (Zhao, Gao, Singh and Li, 2017a).
With this intuition, apart from the motion and vision data, it is even possible to extend
this research on understanding the mood and stress levels of both cows and calves. This
helps in better understanding of the behaviours of both cows and calves.
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Appendix A
Motion Detection: Code
A.l Suckling Prediction with KNN
### Import Required packages ###

import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from sklearn import preprocessing, cross_validation, neighbors
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix
import matplotlib.pyplot as pit
import itertools

### Read the CSV file, each row as a data frame###
df = pd. read_csv (' D;\\inachine_lea:;ning\\calf . txt' , delimiter = '\t')
df . drop ( [ ' Shirroner 05__Timestamp_Format tedUnix__CAL ' ] , 1, inplace = True)

X = np.array(df.drop(['Was_Sucking'], ))
y = np.array(df['Was Sucking'])
class names = np.array(['will sucklewit 1 not suckle'])

### load features and labels ###
X_train_featiires , X__test_labels , y_t rain_features , y_test_labels =
cross_validation.train_test_split(X,y,test_size=0.15)
clf = neighbors.KNeighborsClassifier(n_neighbors = 3)

#(5,F,9,ll, . . . )

### clf.fit in scikit-learn is same for regression and classification,
not to be misunderstood with regression alone ###
### Train ###
clf.fit(X_train_features,y_train_labels)
### Co-relate ###
y_predict_action = clf.fit(X_train_features,
y_train_labels).predict(X_test_features)
accuracy = clf.score(X_test_features,y_test_labels)
print('Accuracy = ' ,accuracy*100)
#######################################################
def :

Uifosi, n “ c ; ix(cm, classes,
normalize=False,
title='Confusion matrix',
cmap=plt.cm.Blues):

1

■,r usi._.n matrix
inq ' normal iar^=r

if normalize:
cm = cm.astype('float' )

/ cm.sum(axis= )[:, np.newaxis]

print("Normalized confusion matrix")
else:

print('ConfUS ion matrix, without normalization')
print(cm)
pit.imshow(cm, interpolation='nearest', cmap=cmap)
pit.title(title)
pit.colorbar ()
tick_mark:s = np .arange (len (classes) )
pit. xticks (tick;_marks , classes, rotation=45)
pit.yticks(tick_marks, classes)
fmt = '.2f' if normalize else 'd'
thresh = cm.maxO / 2.
for i, j in itertools.product(range(cm.shape[0]),
range(cm.shape[1])):
plt.text(j, 1, format(cm[i, j], fmt),
horizontalalignment="center",
color="white" if cm[i, j] > thresh else "black")
pit. tight_layout()
pit.ylabel('True label')
pit.xlabel('Predicted label')
# Compute confusion matrix
cnf_matrix = confusion_matrix(y_test_labels, y_predict_action)
np.set_printoptions(precision=2)
# Plot non-normalized confusion matrix
pit. figure()
plot_confusion_matrix(cnf_matrix, classes=class_names,
title='Confus ion matrix, without normalization')
If Plot normalized confusion matrix
pit.figure()
plot_confusion_matrix(cnf_matrix, classes=class_names, normal!ze=True,
title='Normalized confusion matrix')
pit.show 0

############ if ##### i # 11 #### ft-######## It # ################## #

A.2 Suckling Prediction with SVM
### Import Required packages ###
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from sklearn import preprocessing, cross_validation, svm
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix
import matplotlib.pyplot as pit
import itertools

##ff Read the CSV file, each row as a data frame###
df = pd.read_csv('D:\\machine_learning\\calf.txt', delimiter = ''0')
df . drop ( [ 'Shimmer_05_Timestamp_FormattedUnix CAL'],
inplace = True)

X = np.array(df.drop(['Was Sucking'],!))

y = np.array(df['Was Sucking’])
class names = np.array(['will sucklewill not suckle'])

### load features and labels ###
X_train_features, X_test_labels, y_train_features, y_test_labels =
cross_validation.train_test_split(X,y,test_size=0.15)
clf = svm.SVC(C = 1, gamma = 0.05)

#hyperparmeters

### clf.fit in scikit-learn is same for regression and classification,
not to be misunderstood with regression alone ###
### Train ###
clf.fit{X_train_features,y_train_labels)
### Co-relate ###
y_predict_action = clf.fit(X_train_features,
y_train_labels).predict(X_test_features)
accuracy = clf.score(X_test_features,y_test_labels)
print (' Accuracy =•"-' , accuracy*100)
#######################################################

def pi ;t .x>nlusi' n m.:-itrin(cm, classes,
normalize=False,
title='Confusion matrix',
cmap=plt.cm.Blues):

if normalize:
cm = cm. astype ('float,.' ) / cm. sum (axis=l) [ : , np.newaxis]
print("N.rma1ized confusion matrix")
else:
print ('C''n fusion matrix, without normalization')
print(cm)
pit. imshow(cm, interpolation='nearest', cmap=cmap)
pit.title (title)
pit.colorbar ()
tick_marks = np.arange(len(classes))
pit.xticks(tick_marks, classes, rotation=45)
pit.yticks(tick_marks, classes)
fmt = '.2f' if normalize else 'd'
thresh = cm.maxO / 2.
for i, j in itertools.product(range(cm.shape[0]),
range(cm.shape[1])):
plt.text(j, i, format(cm[i, j], fmt),
horizontalalignment="center",
color="white" if cm[i, j] > thresh else "black")
pit. tight_layout()
pit.ylabel('True label')
pit.xlabel('Predicted label')
# Compute confusion matrix
cnf_matrix = confusion_matrix(y_test_labels, y_predict_action)
np.set printoptions(precision=2)

# Plot non-normalized confusion matrix
pit.figure()
plot_confusion_matrix(cnf_matrix, classes=class_names,
title='Confusion matrix, without normalization')
# Plot normalized confusion matrix
pit. figure()
plot_confusion_matrix(cnf_matrix, classes=class_names, normalize=True,
title='Normalized confusion matrix')
pit.show 0

#######################################################

A.3 Motion Prediction with Deep RNN
####Import reguired packages ###
from os import listdir
from os.path import isfile, join
import numpy as np
import matplotlib
import matplotlib.pyplot as pit
import matplotlib.dates as mdates
import tensorflow as tf
import pandas as pd
###############

def

.:
m
(fmt, encoding=' ut f-8 ' ) :
strconverter=mdates.strpdate2num(fmt)
def i^ ^
; c (b) :
s=b.decode(encoding)
return strconverter (s)
return bytesconverter
ft###########################################################

class Config(object) :
def

inii

(self, X_Train, X_Test):

self.train_count = len(X_Train)
self.test_data_count = len(X_Test)
self.n steps = len (X Train [0])
#
time steps per series

self.learning_rate = 0.001
self . lainbda_loss_amount = 0.0015
self.training_epochs = 1000
self .batch_size = 1152
self.training_iters = self.train_count
self.display_iter = self.train_count
# LSTM structure
self.n_inputs = len(X_Train[0][0])
# Features count is of 9:
3D sensors features over time
self.n hidden =32 # nb of neurons inside the neural network
IV

self.n_classes =2
# Final output classes
self.W = {
'hiddentf.Variable(tf.randoin_normal([self.n_inputs,
self.n_hidden])),
' outputtf.Variable(tf.random_normal([self.n_hidden,
self.n_classes]))
}

self.biases = {
' hiddentf.Variable(tf.random_normal{[self.n_hidden],
mean=,.0)),
' outputtf.Variable{tf.random_normal([self.n_classes]))
}

def .STM Ne tvu r k (_X , config) :

print ("_X before transpose", _X.get_shape())
_X = tf.transpose(_X, [1, 0, 2])
print ("__X after transpose", _X . get_shape () )
# Resliape to prepare input to hidden activation
_X = tf.reshape(_X, [-1, config.n_inputs])
# Activation function setup
_X = tf.nn.relu(tf.matmul(_X,
config.biases['hidden'])
X = tf.split( X,

config.W['hidden'])

config.n steps,

+

0)

#two stacked LSTM cells (two recurrent layers deep) with
tensortlow
lstm_cell_l = tf.contrib.rnn.BasicLSTMCell(config.n_hidden,
forget_bias='.0, state_is_tuple=True)
lstm_cell_2 = tf.contrib.rnn.BasicLSTMCell(config.n_hidden,
forget_bias=l.0, state_is_tuple=True)
lstm_cells = tf.contrib.rnn.MultiRNNCell([lstm_cell_l,
lstm_cell_2], state_is_tuple=True)
outputs, states = tf.contrib.rnn.static_rnn(lstm_cells, _X,
dtype=tf.float32)
lstm_last_output = outputs [-1]

# Linear activation

return tf.matmul(lstm_last_output, config.W['output'])

+

config.biases['output']

# Those are separate normalised input features for the neural network
INPUT_SIGNAL_TYPES = [
"LNX",
"LNY",
"LNZ",
"WRX",
"WRY",
"WRZ",
"GRX",
"GRY",
"GRZ"

]

# Output classes to learn how to classify
LABELS = [
"Will_NOT_SUCKLE"
"Will_^SUCKLE"
]

DATA_PATH = "D:\\Python experiments\\project\\data\\"
print("\n" + "Dataset is now located at;
TRAIN = DATA_PATH + "trainW"
TEST = DATA PATH + "testW"

" + DATA_PATH)

def ’oad inpu" (content_path) :
onlyfiles = [f for f in listdir(content_path) if
isfile (join(content_path, f) ) ]
return onlyfiles

n values = 2

def

\ad
(x ,file_list);
X_ = []
Y_ = []
y_count = 0
for file in file__list:
if file.endswith('.CSV’):
print('in_csv' )
graph_data = open(x +file, 'r').read()
graph_data=graph_data.split('\n')
data=graph_data
date, LNX, LNY, LNZ, WRX, WRY, WRZ, GRX, GRY, GRZ,
Was_Suckling = np.loadtxt(data, delimiter=',',unpack=True,skiprows=2,
converters={ 0 : bytespdate2num (' ' Y/':m/',-d , H : ■ M: ■ s . t f ' ) })
cnt = len(LNX)
for i in range(cnt) :
X_.append([LNX [i] , LNY[i], LNZ[i], WRX[i], WRY[i],
WRZ[i], GRX[i], GRY[i], GRZ[i]])
y_count +=1
if y_count == 128:
Y_.append(Was_Suckling[i])
y_count = 0
else:
pass
elif file.endswith('xlsx') :
Date =[]
LNX = []
LNY = []
LNZ = []
WRX = []
WRY = []
WRZ = []
GRX = []
GRY = []
GRZ = []
Was Suckling = []
VI

xlsx =pd.read_excel(x + file, skiprows = 0)
mat = xlsx.as_matrix()
row_count
= len(mat)
for i in range (1, row_count) :
mat[i][0] = mat[i][0].strftime('%Y-tm-td
:tM;^f')
mat_count = len(mat)
for date, Inx, Iny, Inz, wrx, wry, wrz, grx, gry, grz,
was_suckling in mat[range(:, mat_count)]:
Date.append(date)
LNX.append(Inx)
LNY.append(Iny)
LNZ.append(Inz)
WRX.append(wrx)
WRY.append(wry)
WRZ.append(wrz)
GRX.append(grx)
GRY.append(gry)
GRZ.append(grz)
Was_Suckling.append(was_suckling)
cnt = len(LNX)
for i in range(cnt):
X_.append([LNX[i], LNY[i], LNZ[i], WRX[i], WRY[i],
WRZ[i], GRX[i], GRY[i], GRZ[i]])
y_count +=1
if y_count == 128:
Y_.append(Was_Suckling[i])
y_count = 0
else:
pass
else:
print('kiease check the file format.')
return X , np.eye(n values)[np.array(Y_, dtype=np.int32)]

X_train_path = TRAIN
X_Train, Y_Train = load_x(X_train_path, load_input(X_train_path))
X_Train = np.array(X_Train)
X_test_path = TEST
X_Test, Y_Test = load_x(X_test_path, load_input(X_test_path))
X_Test = np.array(X_Test)
######################################################################
##

b = []
B = []
count = 0
for i in range (len(X_Train)) :
if count <= 126:
b.append(X_Train[i])
count +=
elif i != (len(X_Train)):
b.append(X_Train[i])
B . append(b)
count =
b = []
else:
B . append(b)
B = np.array(B)
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X_Train = B
b = []
B = []
count = 0
for i in range(len(X_Test)):
if count <= 126:
b.append(X_Test[i])
count +=
elif i != (len{X_Test)):
b.append(X_Test[i])
B.append(b)
count = 0
b = []
else:
B.append (b)
B = np.array(B)
)

X Test = B

# Parameters setup
# ##################it###H#######################################
config = Config(X_Train, X_Test)
print("Some useful info to get an insight on dataset's shape and
rr-rmal isation : ")
print ("features shap-:', labels shape, each features mean, each features
Stan da r d de vi a t: i • -n ")
print(X_Test.shape, Y_Test.shape,
np.mean(X_Test), np.std(X_Test)) ilen(X_Train), len(X_Test))
print(" lataset is normalised")

i Neural Network
#

X = tf.placeholder(tf.float32,
config.n_inputs])
Y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32,

#############################

[None, config.n_steps,
[None, config.n_classes])

pred_Y = LSTM_Network(X, config)
Sprint {'pred_Y', pred_Y)
# Loss,optimizer,evaluation
12 = conf ig. lainbda_loss_amount * \
sum (tf.nn.12_loss(tf_var) for tf_var in tf.trainable_variables ())
# Softmax loss and L2
cost = tf.reduce_mean(
tf.nn.softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits(labels=Y, logits=pred_Y))
+ 12
optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(
learning_rate=config.learning_rate) .minimize (cost)
correct_pred = tf.equal(tf.argmax(pred_Y,
), tf.argmax(Y, ,))
accuracy = tf.reduce mean(tf.cast(correct pred, dtype=tf.float32))
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# ###############################################################

# Training
# ###############################################################
sess =
tf.InteractiveSession(config=tf.ConfigProto(log_device_placement=False
) )

init = tf.global_variables_initializer()
sess.run(init)
train_losses = []
train_accuracies = []
test_losses = []
test_accuracies = []
epochs = []
best_train_accuracy = 0.0
best_test_accuracy = 0.0
# Start training for each batch and loop epochs
for i in range(config.training_epochs):
for start, end in zip(range(0, config.train_count,
config.batch_size),
range (config.batch_size, config.train_count
+ ], config.batch_size)):
loss, acc = sess.run([optimizer, cost, accuracy],
feed_dict={X: X_Train[start:end], Y: Y_Train[start:end]})
train_accuracies.append(acc)
train_losses.append(loss)
pred_out, accuracy_out, loss_out = sess.run (
[pred_Y, accuracy, cost],
feed_dict={
X: X_Test,
Y: Y_Test

}
)

test_accuracies.append(accuracy_out)
test_losses.append(loss_out)
epochs.append(i)
print("traing iter:
format(i) +
" train accuracy : i
format (acc) +
" train loss : (}".format(loss) )
print("traing iter:
format(i) +
" test accuracy :
format(accuracy_out) +
" test loss : {}".format(loss_out))
best_train_accuracy = max(best_train_accuracy, acc)
best_test_accuracy = max(best_test_accuracy, accuracy_out)
print("")
print("best epoch's test accuracy:
print("")

{}".format(best_test_accuracy))

print ("--------------------------------------------------------- ")
printC'mean train accuracy: {}".format(np.mean(train_accuracies)))
print ( " - = =

=-=====

========

= ===-= " )

print ("-------------------------------------------------------- ")
printC'mean test: accuracy: {}". format (np .mean (test_accuracies)) )
ix

print(" -

")

# ###############################################################

# Graph
# ###############################################################
font = {
'family'
'Bitstream Vera Sans',
'weight'
'bold',
'size'

}

matplotlib.rc ('font', **font)
width = 12
height = 12
pit.figure(figsize=(width, height))
indep_train_axis = np.array(epochs)
1 = train_losses

I = 1[2: :3]
II = train_accuracies

11 = 11 [2 : : 3]
a = test_losses
al = test accuracies

pit.plot(indep_train_axis, np.array(l),
"r--", label="Train loss")
pit.plot(indep_train_axis, np.array(11) , "g--", label="Train
accuracy")
indep_test_axis = np.array (epochs)
pit.plot (indep_test_axis, np.array(a),
pit.plot(indep test_axis, np.array(al),

"r-", label="Test loss")
"g-", label="Test accuracy")

pit. title("Training")
pit.legend(loc='upper right', shadow=False)
pit.ylabel('Loss/Accuracy ' )
pit.xlabel('Epochs ' )
pit.show 0

A.4 Motion Prediction with Deep Bi-directional RNN
A.4.1 LSTM Architecture
####LSTM Architecture####
# import reqired packages #
import tensorflow as tf
from sklearn import metrics
from sklearn.utils import shuffle
import numpy as np
###################

def F rv;ar ,i

(input_hidden_tensor, n_outputs) :

with tf . variable_scope ("lstin_cell") :
lstm_cell = tf.contrib.rnn.BasicLSTMCell(n_outputs,
state_is_tuple=True, forget _bias=0.999)
outputs, _ = tf.contrib.rnn.static_rnn(lstm_cell,
input_hidden_tensor, dtype=tf.float32)
return outputs
def Bi_ B
config):

{input_hidden_tensor, n_inputs, n_outputs,

n_outputs = int (n_outputs/.i)
with tf.variable_scope('pass forward') as scope2 :
hidden_forward = Fully_connected(input_hidden_tensor,
n_inputs, n_outputs, config)
forward = Forward_LSTM(hidden_forward, n_outputs)
print (len(hidden_forward) , str(hidden_forward[0] .get_shape{)))
# Backward pass is as simple as surrounding the cell with a double
inversion:
with tf.variable_scope('pass_backward') as scope2:
hidden_backward = Fully_connected(input_hidden_tensor,
n_inputs, n_outputs, config)
backward =
list (reversed(Forward_LSTM(list(reversed(hidden_backward)) ,
n_outputs)))
with tf.variable_scope('bidir_concat') as scope:
layer_hidden_outputs = [
tf.concat(axis = len(f.get_shape ()) - 1, values = [f, b])
for f, b in zip(forward, backward)]
return layer hidden outputs

#Batch normalisation#
def Batch norrua 1 i ■-.'(input tensor, config, i) :

XI

#normalising residual output by mean and standard deviation.
if config.n_layers_in_highway == 0:
# There is no residual layers, no need for Batch_normalise
return input_tensor
with tf.variable_scope("Batch__normalise") as scope:
if i != 0:
# Do not create extra variables for each time step
scope.reuse_variables()
# Mean and variance normalisation simply crunched over all
axes
axes = list (range (len (input tensor.get shapeO)))
mean, variance = tf.nn.moments(input_tensor, axes=axes,
shift=None, name=None, keep_dims=False)
stdev = tf.sqrt(variance+0.00J )
# Rescaling
bn = iriput_tensor - mean
bn /= stdev
bn *= tf.get_variable("a_noreg",
initializer=tt.random_normal([ ], mean=0.5, stddev=0.0))
bn += tf.get_variable("b_noreg",
initializer=tf.random normal([ ], mean=0.0, stddev=0.0))

return bn
def F )’ •
-nnc.^e (input_2D_tensor_list, features_len,
new features len, config):
W = tf.get_variable(
"Fully_connected_weights",
initializer=tf.random_normal(
[features_len, new_features_len],
mean=0.0,
stddev=float(config.weights_stddev)
)

tf.get_variable(
"Fully_connected biases_noreg",
initializer=tf.random_normal(
[new_features_len],
mean=float(config.bias_mean),
stddev=float(config.weights_stddev)
)

)

# intra-timestep multiplication:
output_2D_tensor_list = [
tf.nn.relu(tf.matmul(input_2D_tensor, W) + b)
for input_2D_tensor in input_2D_tensor_list

1
return output_2D_tensor_list

XII

def
Bi d ’ re^t-i ona.'^
d (input_hidden_tensor , n_input, n_output,
layer_level, config, keep_prob_for_dropout):
with tf.variable_scope{'layer__{}'.format{layer_level)) as scope:
if config.use_bidirectionnal_cells:
get_lstm = lambda input_tensor:
Bi_Directional_LSTM(input_tensor, n_input, n__output, config)
else:
get_lstm = lambda input_tensor:
Forward_LSTM(Fully_connected(input_tensor , n_input, n_output, config),
n_output)
def res highway (layer, residual_minilayer) :
return [a + b for a, b in zip(layer, residual_minilayer)]
hidden_LSTM layer = get_lstm(input_hidden_tensor)
for i in range(config.n_layers_in_highway - 1):
with tf.variable_scope('LSTM residual_{}'.format(i))

as

scope2 :
hidden_LSTM_layer = res_highway(
hidden_LSTM_layer,
get_lstm(input_hidden_tensor)
)

if config,also_add_dropout_between_stacked_cells:
hidden_LSTM_layer = [tf.nn.dropout (out,
keep_prob_for_dropout) for out in hidden_LSTM_layer]
return [Batch_normalise(out, config, i)
enumerate(hidden LSTM layer)]

def

(feature mat, config,

for i, out in

keep prob for dropout)

with tf.variable_scope('LSTM_network')

as scope:

feature_mat = tf.nn.dropout(feature_mat,
keep_prob_for_dropout)
feature mat = tf.transpose(feature mat,

[1,

0, 2])

hidden = tf.split(feature_mat, config.n_steps, 0)
print (len(hidden), str(hidden[0].get_shape()))
# hidden 1
hidden = res_Bi_directional_LSTM(hidden, config.n_inputs,
config.n_hidden, 1, config, keep_prob_for_dropout)
print (len(hidden), str(hidden[0].get_shape()))
for stacked_hidden_index in range(config.n_stacked_layers 1) :

hidden = res_Bi_directional_LSTM(hidden, config.n_hidden,
config.n_hidden, stacked_hidden_index+2, config,
keep_prob_for_dropout)
last_hidden = tf.nn.dropout(hidden[- ],
last_logits = Fully_connected(
[last hidden],

XIII

keep_prob_for_dropout)

config.n_hidden, config.n_classes, config
) [0 ]

return last logits

def oonfig rim (Config, X_Train, Y_Train, X_Test, Y_Test) :
tf.reset default graph ()
config = Config(X Train, X Test)

# ###############################################################

# Neural Network
# #############################################################
with tf.device("/cpu:0"):
X = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, config.n_steps,
config.n_inputs], name="X")
Y = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None, config.n_classes],
naine=" Y")
is_train = tf.placeholder(tf.bool, name="is_train")
keep_prob_for_dropout = tf.cond(is_train,
lambda: tf.constant(
config.keep_prob_for_dropout,
name="keep__prob_ for _dropout"
)

,

lambda: tf.constant (
i .0,
name="keep prob for_dropout"
)
)

pred_y = LSTM_network(X, config, keep_prob_for_dropout)
# Loss, optimizer, evaluation
# Softmax loss with L2 and LI layer-wise regularisation
print ("Unregularised variables:")
for unreg in [tf_var.name for tf_var in
tf.trainable_variables() if ("noreg" in tf_var.name or "Bias" in
tf_var.name)]:
print (unreg)
12 = config.lambda_loss_amount * sum(
tf.nn.12_loss(tf_var)
for tf_var in tf.trainable_variables()
if not ("noreg" in tf_var.name or "Bias" in
tf_var.name)
)

loss = tf.reduce_mean(
tf.nn.softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits(labels=Y,
logits=pred_y)) + 12 # ^ i1
# Gradient clipping Adam optimizer with gradient noise
optimize = tf.contrib.layers.optimize_loss(
loss,
global_step=tf.Variable(0),
learning_rate=config.learning_rate,
optimizer=tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(learning_rate=config.learn
ing_rate),
clip gradients=config.clip gradients.
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gradient noise scale=config.gradient_noise__scale
)

correct pred = tf.equal(tf.argmax(pred_y,
), tf.argmax(Y, 1))
accuracy = tf.reduce_mean(tf.cast(correct_pred,
dtype=tf.float32) )
# #############################.##################################

# Training
# ^{#jf###i####S################################## #################

sessconfig = tf.ConfigProto(log_device_placement=False)
with tf.Session(config=sessconfig) as sess:
tf.global_variables_initializer0 .run()
best_accuracy = (0.0, "iter: -1")
best_fl_score = (0.0, "iter: -1")
# Start training for each batch and loop epochs
worst_batches = []
for i in range(config.training_epochs):
# Loop batches for an epoch:
shuffled_X, shuffled_y = shuffle(X_Train, Y_Train,
random_state=i*4 )
for start, end in zip (range (0, config.train_count,
config.batch_size),
range(config.batch_size,
config.train_count + 1, config.batch_size)) :
, train_acc, train_loss, train_pred = sess.run(
[optimize, accuracy, loss, pred_y],
feed_dict={
X: shuffled_X[start tend] ,
Y: shuffled_y[start:end],
is_train: True
}
)

worst_batches.append(
(train_loss, shuffled_X[start:end],
shuffled_y[start:end])
)

worst_batches = list(sorted(worst_batches)) [-5 : ]
train_fl_score = metrics.fl_score(
shuffled_y[start:end].argmax(l), train_pred.argmax( ),
average= "binary" ##"weighted"
)

for

, X , y

in worst_batches:

, train_acc, train_loss, train_pred = sess.run(
[optimize, accuracy, loss, pred_y],
feed_dict={
X: x_,
Y: y_,
is_train: True

}
XV

)

# Test completely at the end of every epoch;
# Calculate accuracy and FI score
pred_out, accuracy_out, loss_out = sess.run(
[pred_y, accuracy, loss],
feed_dict={
X: X_Test,
Y: Y_Test,
is_train: False
}
)

fl_score_out = metrics.fl_score(
Y_Test.argmax(1), pred_out.argmax(:), average=
"binary" ##"weighted"
)

best_accuracy = max{best_accuracy,
{}".format(i)) )
best_fl_score = max(best_fl_score,
{}".format(i) ) )

(accuracy_out, "iter:
(fl_score_out, "iter:

return accuracy_out, best_accuracy, fl_score_out, best_fl_score
####################################«################################

A.4.2 Contlg

#jt# import required packages #1#
from lstm_architecture_calf_weaning import config_run
from os import listdir
from os.path import isfile, join
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import os
import matplotlib.dates as mdates
############################################################
def l,iytespdate2nun (fmt, encoding=' utf-8 ') :
strconverter=mdates.strpdate2num(fmt)
def bvtcsccnver^“‘^r (b) :
s=b.decode(encoding)
return strconverter(s)
return bytesconverter
############################################################
# ##########################################################

# Neural Net config
# ##########################################################

class Config(object):
def

ini!
(self, X_train, X_test):
# Data shaping
self.train count = len(X train)
#
XVI

training series

self.test_data_count = len(X_test)
# testing series
self.n_steps = len(X_train[0])
# 1 time_steps per series
self.n_classes =2 # Final output classes
# Training
self.bias_mean = 0.3
self.weights_stddev = 0.2
self . learning__rate = 0.001
self.lambda_loss_amount = 0.005
self.training_epochs = 150
self.batch_size = 100
self.clip_gradients = 15.0
self.gradient_noise_scale = None
self . k;eep_prob_f or_dropout = 0.85
self.n_inputs = len(X_train[0][0])
self.n_hidden = 28
self.use_bidirectionnal_cells = True
self.also add dropout between stacked cells = True

1NPUT_SIGNAL_TYPES = [
"LNX",
"LNY",
"LNZ",
"WRX",
"WRY",
"WRZ",
"GRX",
"GRY",
"GRZ"
]

# Output classes to learn how to classify
LABELS = [
"WAS_NOT_SUCKLING"
"WAS_SUCKLING"
]

DATA_PATH = "D:\\Python experimentsWprojectWdataW"
print("\n" + "Dataset is nov; located at: " + DATA_PATH)
TRAIN = DATA_PATH + "trainW"
TEST = DATA_PATH + "testW"
# Reading Directory files
def load iripu’ (content_path) :
onlyfiles = [f for f in listdir(content_path) if
isfile(join(content_path, f)) ]
return onlyfiles
n values = 2

def 1 ;ad '{x ,file_list) :
X_ = []
Y = []
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y_count = 0
for file in file_list:
if file.endswith('.CSV'):
print('in csv')
graph_data = open(x +file, 'r'),read()
graph_data=graph_data.split('\n')
print (len(graph_data))
data=graph_data
date, LNX, LNY, LNZ, WRX, WRY, WRZ, GRX, GRY, GRZ,
Was_Suck;ling = np.loadtxt(data, delimiter=',',unpack=True,skiprows=2,
converters={ 0 : bytespdateZnum (' " Y/%m/ . d IH : IM: - S . f ' ) })
cnt = len(LNX)
for i in range(cnt):
X_.append([LNX[i], LNY[i], LNZ[i], WRX[i], WRY[i],
WRZ[i], GRX[i], GRY[i], GRZ[i]])
y_count +=1
if y_count == 128:
Y_.append(Was_Suckling[i])
y_count = 0
else:
pass
elif file.endswith('xlsx') :
Date =[]
LNX = []
LNY = []
LNZ = []
WRX = []
WRY = []
WRZ = []
GRX = []
GRY = []
GRZ = []
Was_Suckling = []
print('in xlsx')
xlsx =pd.read_excel(x + file, skiprows = 0)
mat = xlsx.as_matrix()
row_count
= len(mat)
for i in range( , row_count):
mat[i] [0] = mat[i] [0] .strft ime ( ' ■ Y- -m-d ' H:
S. f')
mat_count = len(mat)
for date, Inx, Iny, Inz, wrx, wry, wrz, grx, gry, grz,
was_suckling in mat[range(l, mat_count)]:
Date.append(date)
LNX.append(Inx)
LNY.append(Iny)
LNZ.append(Inz)
WRX.append(wrx)
WRY.append(wry)
WRZ.append(wrz)
GRX.append(grx)
GRY.append(gry)
GRZ.append(grz)
Was Suckling.append(was suckling)
cnt = len(LNX)
for i in range (cnt) :
X_.append([LNX[i], LNY[i]
WRZ[i], GRX[i], GRY[i], GRZ[i]])
y count +=1
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LNZ[i], WRX[i], WRY[i]

if y_count == 128:
Y_. append (Was_Suck;ling [ i ] )
y_count = 0
else:
pass
else:
print('Please check the file format.')
## one hot encoding style
return X , np.eye(n values)[np.array(Y , dtype=np.int32)]

X_train_path = TRAIN
X_Train, Y_Train = load_x{X_train_path, load_input(X_train_path))
X_Train = np.array(X_Train)
X_test_path = TEST
X_Test, Y_Test = load_x(X_test_path, load_input(X_test_path))
X_Test = np.array(X_Test)
#####################################################################^
##

b = []
B = []
count = 0

■

for i in range(len(X_Train)):
if count <= 126:
b.append(X_Train[i])
count +=1
elif i != (len(X_Train)):
b.append(X_Train[i])
B.append(b)
count = 0
b = []
else:
B.append(b)
B = np.array(B)
X_Train = B
b = []
B = []
count = 0

■

for i in range (len(X_Test)) :
if count <= 126:
b . append(X_Test[i] )
count +=1
elif i != (len(X_Test)):
b.append(X_Test[i])
B.append(b)
count = 0
b = []
else:
B. append (b")
B = np.array(B)
X Test = B
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# ###############################################################

# Training
# ###############################################################

number_of_layers_in_highway = 2
nuinber_of_stacked_layers = 3
trial_name = "{}x{}".format(number_of_layers_in_highway,
number_of_stacked_layers)
for learning_rate in [0.001]:
for lambda_loss_amount in [0.005]:
for clip_gradients in [15.0]:
print ("learning_rate: {}".format{learning_rate))
print (" Lambda__loss amount:
{}".format{lambda_loss_amount))
class EditedConfig(Config):
def
..rii
(self, X, Y):
super(EditedConfig, self).__init__(X, Y)
# Edit only some parameters:
self.learning_rate = learning_rate
self.lambda_loss_amount = lambda_loss_amount
self.clip_gradients = clip_gradients
# Architecture params:
self.number_of_layers_in_highway =
number_of_layers_in_highway
self.number_of_stacked_layers =
number_of_stacked_layers
accuracy_out, best_accuracy, fl_score_out, best_fl_score =
(

config_run(EditedConfig, X_Train, Y_Train, X_Test,
Y Test)
)

print (accuracy_out, best_accuracy, fl_score_out,
best_fl_score)
with
open('I}_result__Calf_weaning_2.txt'.format(trial_name), 'a') as f:
f.write(str(learning_rate) + ' \t' +
str (lambda_loss_amount) + ' 'J. ' + str (clip_gradients) + ' ',1 ' + str(
accuracy_out) + ' \t' + str(best_accuracy) + ' \t'
+ str (f l_score_out) + ' \t: ' + str (best_fl_score) + ' \n\n')
######################################################################
####################################
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Appendix B
Udder Deteetion: Code
B.l Udder Detection with SSD-MobileNet model
Type / Stride

Filter Shape

Input Size

Conv / s2
Conv dw / s 1
Conv / s 1
Conv dw / s2
Conv / si
Conv dw / si
Conv / s 1
Conv dw / s2
Conv / s 1
Conv dw / si
Conv / s 1
Conv dw / s2
Conv / s 1
^ Conv dw / s 1
Conv / si
Conv dw / s2
Conv / s 1
Conv dw / s2
Conv / s 1
Avg Pool / s 1
FC/sl
Softmax / si

3 X 3 X 3 X 32
3 X 3 X 32 dw
1 X 1 X 32 X 64
3 X 3 X 64 dw
1 X 1 X 64 X 128
3 X 3 X 128 dw
1 X 1 X 128 X 128
3 X 3 X 128 dw
1 X 1 X 128 X 256
3 X 3 X 256 dw
1 X 1 X 256 X 256
3 X 3 X 256 dw
1 X 1 X 255 X 512
3 X 3 X 512 dw
1 X 1 X 512 X 512
3 X 3 X 512 dw
1 X 1 X 512 X 1024
3 X 3 X 1024 dw
1 X 1 X 1024 X 1024
Pool 7x7
1024 X 1000
Classifier

224 X 224 X 3
112 X 112 X 32
112 X 112 X 32
112 X 112 X 64
56 X 56 X 64
56 X 56 X 128
56 X 56 X 128
56 X 56 X 128
28 X 28 X 128
28 X 28 X 256
28 X 28 X 256
28 X 28 X 256
14 X 14 X 256
14 X 14 X 512
14 X 14 X 512
14 X 14 X 512
7 X 7 X 512
7 X 7 X 1024
7 X 7 X 1024
7 X 7 X 1024
1 X 1 X 1024
1 X 1 X 1000

MobileNet Architeeture (Howard et al., 2017)

Code has been adapted from TensorFlow object detection API (Abadi et al., 2016), the
model is trained and frozen (saved as trained model). This frozen model can be embedded
in a Neural processing stick to detect udders.
### import required packages ###
import numpy as np
import os
import six.moves.urllib as urllib
import sys
import tarfile
import tensorflow as tf
import zipfile
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from collections import defaultdict
from io import StringlO
from matplotlib import pyplot as pit
from PIL import Image
import cv2
cap = cv2.VideoCapture('video_data/2.mp4')
sys.path.append("..")
from utils import label_map_ut11
from utils import visualization utils as vis util

# # Model preparation
MODEL_NAME =
' cov;_udder_1000 images__graph ' ## ' ssd_mobilenet_vl_coco_l 1_06 2017 '

# Path to frozen detection graph. This is the actual model that is
used for the object detection.
PATH_TO_CKPT = MODEL_NAME + '/frozen_inference_graph.pb'
# List of the strings that is used to add correct label for each box
PATH_TO_LABELS = os.path.join (' t-raining', 'Udder-detection.pbtxt')
NUM CLASSES = 1

detection_graph = tf.Graph()
with detection_graph.as_default():
od_graph_def = tf.GraphDef()
with tf.gfile.GFile(PATH_TO_CKPT, 'rb') as fid:
serialized_graph = fid.read()
od_graph_def.ParseFromString(serialized_graph)
tf.import_graph_def(od_graph_def, name='')

label_map = label_map_util.load_labelmap{PATH_TO_LABELS)
categories = label_map_util.convert_label_map_to_categories(label_map,
max_num_classes=NUM_CLASSES, use_display_name=True)
category_index = label map util.create_category index(categories)

def ioad image int*; numpy aira,(image):
(im_width, im_height) = image.size
return np.array(image.getdata()).reshape(
(im height, im width, 3)).astype(np.uint8)

# # Detection
with detection_graph.as_default():
with tf.Session(graph=detection_graph) as sess:
#for image_path in TEST_IMAGE_PATHS:
while True:
#image = Image.open(image_path)
# the array based representation of the image will be used later
in order to prepare the
# result image with boxes and labels on it.
#image np = load_image into_numpy_array(image)
ret, image_np = cap.read ()
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# Expand dimensions since the model expects images to have
[1, None, None, 3]
image_np_expanded = np.expand_dims(image_np, axis=0)
image_tensor =
detection_graph.get_tensor_by_name('image _tensor:0')
# Each box represents a part of the image where a particular
object was detected.
boxes = detection_graph.get_tensor_by_name('detection__boxes:0')
# Each score represent how level of confidence for each of the
objects.
# Score is shov/n on the result image, together with the class
label.
scores =
detection_graph.get_tensor_by_name{'detection__scores:0')
classes =
detection_graph.get_tensor_by_name('detection_classes:0')
num_detections =
detection_graph.get_tensor_by_name('num_detections:0')
# Actual detection.
(boxes, scores, classes, num_detections) = sess.run(
[boxes, scores, classes, num_detections],
feed_dict={image_tensor: image_np_expanded})
# Visualization of the results of a detection.
vis_util.visualize_boxes_and_labels_on_image_array(
image_np,
np.squeeze(boxes),
np.squeeze(classes) .astype (np.int32) ,
np.squeeze(scores),
category_index,
use_normalized_coordinates=True,
line_thic]cness=8)
#plt.figure(figsize=IMAGE_SIZE)
pit.imshow(image_np)
cv2.imshow('Detecting', cv2.resize(image_np, (800,600)))
if cv2.waitKey(1) & OxFF == ord('q'):
#cap.release ()
cv2.destroyAllWindows()
break
shape:

######################################################################
####(*####################
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Appendix C
CD Contents
A copy of Thesis
Python Code as in Appendix A and B.
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